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ABSTRACT

Many of the features of photonic devices, including some of the most ubiquitous components such
as resonators and waveguides, are usually thought to be intrinsically dependent on their geometry
and constitutive materials. As such, the behaviour of an optical field interacting with such devices
is dictated by the boundary conditions imposed upon the field. For instance, the resonant wavelengths and linewidths of a planar cavity are expected to be set by the mirrors’ reflectivity, cavity
length, and refractive index. Henceforth, satisfying a longitudinal phase-matching condition allows
for incident light to resonate with the cavity. As another example, consider the planar waveguide;
the field is confined along one transverse dimension, but diffracts along the other unbounded dimension. We have recently introduced several strategies for challenging these long-held intuitions
that may be collected under the moniker ‘space-time (ST) photonics’, whereby the response of a
photonic device is tailored post-fabrication in useful ways by sculpting the spatio-temporal structure of the incident optical field. In fact, introducing a prescribed relationship between the spatial
frequencies and the temporal frequencies can help overcome the constraints imposed by the boundary conditions. We refer to such pulsed beam configurations as ST wave packets. In one scenario,
introducing carefully designed angular dispersion into a pulsed field allows the realization of omniresonance: the pulse traverses the cavity without spectral filtering even if the pulse bandwidth is
larger than the cavity resonant linewidth after the entire bandwidth resonates with it. A similar
strategy enables a new class of planar waveguide modes we refer to as ‘hybrid guided ST modes’
where the field is confined along the unbounded dimension through ST coupling. Crucially, the
spatio-temporal structure introduced into the field along the unbounded dimension enables overturning the impact of the boundary conditions along the other dimension. For example, the modal
size, index, and dispersion can all be engineered independently of the thickness and refractive
index of the planar waveguide; i.e., the impact of the boundary conditions is overturned.
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2.1

Architecture of the omni-resonant, CPA-enhanced solar device. (a) Layered
structure of the solar cell integrated into a planar Fabry-Pérot cavity with
light incident from the top. The layers from bottom-to-top are: glass substrate; broadband dielectric Bragg back-reflector formed of alternating layers of SiO2 and TiO2 ; transparent, conductive aluminum-doped zinc oxide
(AZO) back contact; a-Si:H thin-film PIN-junction solar cell; AZO front
contact; silica spacer; and front partially reflective dielectric Bragg mirror.
The back-reflector and front mirror constitute a CPA cavity in which the solar cell is integrated. Omni-resonance is achieved through a light preconditioning arrangement that intercepts the incident radiation and assigns to each
wavelength a judiciously selected incidence angle to guarantee resonantly
enhanced absorption over a continuous spectral span. (b) Photograph of a
fabricated CPA-enhanced solar device of area 25 × 25 mm2 . The circle in the
center is the active area. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.2

The physics of optical CPA and omni-resonance. (a) The CPA concept.
Broadband collimated light incident on a planar Fabry-Pérot cavity provided
with a back-reflector (no optical transmission) and containing a thin layer of
low intrinsic absorption A is reflected back (Rtot ) except at the resonant frequencies, where the axial component of the wave vector is an integer multiple
π
. If the spectral reflectivity R of the front mirror is designed such
of k0 = nd

that R = (1 − A)2 , light at the resonant wavelengths is completely absorbed
Atot = 1 independently of A. (b) The omni-resonance concept. Incident
broadband light is first preconditioned such that each wavelength λ is incident
at an angle θ(λ) selected to achieve the cavity resonance condition by ensuring that the axial components of the wave vectors over the desired spectrum
are all equal to that of one of the bare-cavity resonances. All the wavelengths
simultaneously resonate in the same longitudinal cavity mode and are fully
absorbed, thereby eliminating reflection back from the cavity. (c) Resonant
trajectories for a planar Fabry-Pérot cavity in the angular-wavelength domain
for different mode orders m and refractive indices n. Here β is the angular
dispersion of any resonant mode. (d) The resonant trajectories in the angularwavelength domain (the angle ψ here is the tilt angle of the cavity as shown
in inset; see text for details) for m = 2 from (c) after introducing the omniresonant preconditioning system that nullifies the cavity angular dispersion
β and ‘de-slants’ the resonance in (c) to produce an ‘achromatic’ resonance
(the horizontal spectral trajectory for n = 1.5). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

xi
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2.3

Fabrication steps of a PIN-diode solar cell integrated into a planar CPA cavity.
In steps 6 through 10 we show the full structure in addition to a cut-away that
reveals the relevant internal structure for clarity. All the cells were fabricated
using these steps with the only difference being the thickness of the silica
spacer deposited in step 10 (thickness of 2, 4, or 10 µm). See Fig. 5.1(b)
for a photograph of a fabricated device. Note that the vertical scale of the
structure (the thickness of the layers; ∼ 7.5 µm in addition to the spacer
thickness) is different from the transverse scale [the in-plane feature sizes as
shown in Fig. 5.1(b)]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

2.4

Optical absorption enhancement in a solar-cell integrated into a CPA cavity. (a) Schematic depiction of the layered structure of a ‘bare’ solar cell. (b)
Measured optical absorption and (c) EQE in the bare solar cell. (d) Schematic
depiction of the layered structure of a solar cell from (a) embedded in a CPA
cavity. MF : Front, partially reflective Bragg mirror; MB : back Bragg reflector. (e) Measured optical absorption and (f) EQE in the CPA-enhanced solar
cell with 2-µm-thick spacer. The blue shading in (b,c) and (e,f) highlights the
spectral range 660 − 740 nm at the edge of the a-Si:H band edge for which
the CPA and omni-resonance systems are designed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
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2.5

Optical characterization for solar cavities with different-thickness dielectric
spacers. (a) Calculated and (b) measured spectral absorption in a solar cavity
for collimated light at different angles of incidence. (c) Calculated spectral
absorption of an omni-resonant solar cavity at different cavity tilt angles. (d)
Expanded view of (c) in the cavity-tilt-angle range of 35◦ − 55◦ that is accessible in our experimental configuration. (e) Measured spectral absorption in
an omni-resonant solar cavity in the cavity-tilt-angle range of 35◦ − 55◦ . The
shaded panels correspond to simulations. (f) Schematic of the setup for measuring the optical absorption of the CPA-enhanced solar device and (g) after
introducing a light-preconditioning system that satisfies the omni-resonance
condition. L: Lens; A: aperture; G: grating; S: optical source. See Appendix
for the distances d1 and d2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

xiii

2.6

Characterization of the device quantum efficiency for solar cavities with differentthickness dielectric spacers. (a) Measured spectrally resolved EQE (using
collimated incident radiation) with angle of incidence θ onto a CPA-enhanced
solar cavity. (b) Measured spectrally resolved CPA-enhanced EQE with cavity tilt angle ψ after realization of a light preconditioning system that satisfies the omni-resonance condition. (c) Measured spectrally resolved EQE
across the spectral range 660 − 740 nm selected from (b) at a cavity tilt angle
(ψ = 50◦ , 44◦ and 44◦ for spacer thicknesses 2, 4, and 10 µm, respectively)
in comparison to the EQE of a reference bare solar cell [from Fig. 2.4(c)].
(d) Schematic of the experimental setup for EQE measurements used to obtain the results in (a). (e) Schematic of the experimental setup for the omniresonant EQE measurements shown in (b) and (c). (f) Electrical connections
for the fabricated cavity-integrated solar cell. L: Lens; G: grating; S: optical
source; LIA: lock-in-amplifier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
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2.7

Preconditioning configurations to achieve omni-resonance. (a) System comprising a reflective diffraction grating (1200 lines/mm) and a spherical lens
[Fig. 2.5(g) and Fig. 2.6(e)]. (b) System comprising two identical transmissive gratings (1400 lines/mm, high-diffraction-efficiency polarization-independent
gratings; Appendix) tilted with respect to each other. (c) System comprising
two parallel transmissive gratings G1 and G2 (1400 lines/mm) and a prism P
for beam deflection. (d) Same as (c) except that the prism P is replaced by a
microprism array µP, resulting in a vastly reduced thickness of the optical arrangement (see Supplementary Figure S9). Inset shows a magnified view of
the microprisms. (e-h) Measured angular dispersion of the systems in (a-d)
for an incident beam size of ∼ 1 mm on the first grating surface (Appendix).
(i-l) Measured angular dispersion of the systems in (a-d) for an incident beam
size of ∼ 10 mm on the first grating surface. Note that the lens used in (a)
renders the system spatially shift-variant, in contrast to the systems in (b-d)
that are shift-invariant and thus independent of incident field size or location.
The green vertical lines in (e-l) identify the axial wavelength λc = 710 nm. . . 20
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3.1

Concept of programmable omni-resonance. (a) A collimated broadband optical field is incident on a planar FP cavity. The input spatio-temporal spectrum
e x , λ) = E(λ)δ(k
e
E(k
x ) is separable with respect to the spatial and temporal degrees of freedom. The dotted curve in the bottom panel is the spatiotemporal spectrum (the collection of plane waves described by (kx , λ) pairs)
for a single resonance of the FP cavity; the solid region is the spatio-temporal
e x , λ). The output is the usual spectrally narspectrum of the input field E(k
row linewidth centered at a resonant wavelength. (b) A focused broadband
beam allows for a fraction of the power at each wavelength to traverse the
cavity. The input spatio-temporal spectrum is still approximately separable.
The output spectrum retains the input profile but with a strongly reduced
amplitude, because each wavelength is resonant at only one angle of incidence and is rejected at all other angles. (c) An omni-resonant ST wave
packet traverses the FP cavity without change in its bandwidth (even when
much wider than the resonant linewidth) by virtue of its spatio-temporal spectrum – no longer separable with respect to kx and ω – matching that of the
cavity resonance. (d) By tailoring the spatio-temporal spectrum of the input field, programmable omni-resonance is achieved. Selectively displacing
wavelengths at the input from the spatio-temporal spectrum associated with
omni-resonance enables sculpting the transmitted optical spectrum independently of the resonant linewidth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
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3.2

(a) Schematic of the experimental arrangement. G: Diffraction grating; L:
lens; BS: beam splitter; SLM: spatial light modulator; C: FP cavity; OSA:
optical spectrum analyzer; CCD: charged-coupled device camera. CCD1 captures the time-averaged intensity of the ST wave packet when the reference
arm is blocked, and otherwise records the interference of the ST wave packet
with the reference pulse. CCD2 captures the spatio-temporal spectrum of the
ST wave packet. (b) Measured spatio-temporal spectrum of a single resonance of the FP cavity used in our experiments. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

3.3

Formulation of programmable omni-resonance. (a) A broad spectrum is incident on a planar FP cavity. The only wavelengths that can couple to the
cavity are those whose wave vector component normal to the cavity corresponds to a resonance. (b) The phase pattern implemented on the SLM in
Fig. 6.3(a) to produce the desired field configuration (for the sake of clarity,
the plotted phase patterns here are ×2.5 larger than those implemented). (c)
The measured spatio-temporal spectrum of the synthesized wave packet incident on the FP cavity and associated with the SLM phase pattern in (b). (d)
Measured output spectrum after the FP cavity. The columns depict different configurations for the input field: (i) a collimated field; (ii-iii) obliquely
incident fields at different angles; (iv) an omni-resonant field; and (v) a programmable omni-resonant field. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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3.4

(a-b) Programmable omni-resonance producing a resonant line of controllable linewidth. (a) Measured spatio-temporal spectra of the programmable
omni-resonant field incident on the planar FP cavity with progressively wider
bandwidth. The dotted curve is the theoretical spatio-temporal spectrum for
an omni-resonant ST wave packet extending across the full system bandwidth. (b) Measured spectrum of the ST wave packet transmitted through the
cavity showing a controllable-bandwidth resonant line from 0.1 nm to 1 nm.
The dotted curve is the spectrum of the input field (without spatio-temporal
modulation). (c-d) Same as (a-b) where programmable omni-resonance produces a spectral hole of controllable notch bandwidth in an omni-resonant
background. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

3.5

Experimental realization of programmable omni-resonant spectra having arbitrary profiles. (a) Measured spatio-temporal spectra of the programmable
omni-resonant field incident on the planar FP cavity. Wavelength bands are
selectively excluded from the resonating spectrum. The dotted curve is the
theoretical spatio-temporal spectrum for an omni-resonant ST wave packet
extending across the full system bandwidth. (b) Measured spectra transmitted through the cavity for two configurations producing arbitrarily selected
output spectral profiles. The dotted curve is the spectrum of the input field
(without spatio-temporal modulation). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
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3.6

Spatio-temporal characterization of programmable omni-resonant ST wave
packets. (a) Measured spatio-temporal spectrum of the programmable omniresonant ST wave packet. The dashed curve is the spatio-temporal dispersion relationship of the cavity resonance. By displacing the spatial frequency
kx (λ) associated with any wavelength away from this dispersion curve, this
wavelength fails to resonate with the cavity. From left to right, we reduce the
omni-resonance bandwidth. (b) The measured cavity-transmitted spectrum
compared to the spectrum of the ST wave packet incident on the cavity. (c)
The measured transverse spatial profile I(x, y) of the ST wave packet after
the FP cavity. Because we have manipulated the spatial frequencies kx along
x alone, the profile takes the form of a light sheet that is uniform along y.
(d) The spatio-temporal profile I(x, τ ) of the ST wave packet measured after
the cavity showing a characteristic X-shaped profile. The white curve along
the horizontal axis in each panel is the temporal profile at the beam center
I(0, τ ), while the white curve along the vertical axis is the spatial profile at
the pulse center I(x, 0). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
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4.1

(a) Concept of omni-resonant imaging through a planar FP cavity. (b) At normal incidence, the wavelength λm associated with the mth -order resonance
is transmitted. At λm , a narrow angular bandwidth centered on φ = 0◦ is
transmitted. (c) At oblique incidence, a blue-shifted wavelength λ < λm resonates with the cavity, and a narrow angular bandwidth centered on φ > 0◦ is
transmitted. (d) Plot of the intensity transmission T (λ, φ) for the mth -order
resonance for a planar FP cavity of finite finesse. Points along the angular
dispersion curve corresponding to the configurations in (b) and (c) are indicated. (e) Plot of the spatial resolution δx(λ) (Eq. 4.2) obtained from the
angular dispersion curve in (d). The top axis is the incident angle φ(λ) at the
exact resonance condition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41

4.2

(a) Structure of the FP cavities used (M: Bragg mirror). (b) Setup for measuring T (λ, φ); all the wavelengths in the spectrum are incident on the cavity at
the same angle. C: FP cavity; MMF: multimode optical fiber; OSA: optical
spectrum analyzer. (c) Measured T (λ, φ) for cav1 and cav2. Only discrete
resonant wavelengths are transmitted at any φ. Bottom panels are the normal incident transmission spectra T (λ, 0◦ ), and δλ is the resonant linewidth.
(d) Setup for realizing the omni-resonant condition. Each wavelength is directed at a different angle, and the cavity is rotated an angle ψ around its axis.
G: Diffraction grating; L: lens. (e) Measured T (λ, ψ) for cav1 and cav2 in
the omni-resonant configuration. The bottom panels are the achromatic resonances emerging at ψ ≈ 52◦ for cav1 (corresponding to the dashed box in the
upper panel), and at ψ ≈ 45◦ for cav2. Normal-incidence resonances in the
same spectral range are plotted for comparison. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
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4.3

(a) Schematic of the setup for determining the spatial resolution of omniresonant imaging. The inset at the bottom right helps identify the spatial
resolution of the imaging system in absence of the cavity. (b) Samples of
the recorded images in presence of cav1 for chart lines of different separation (identified on the top) at three angular settings for ϕ. The panels with
highlighted borders identify the spatial resolution limit at this angle φ(λ). (c)
Measured (dots) wavelength-dependent spatial resolution δx(λ) compared
the theoretical prediction (solid curve). (d,e) Same as (b,c) for cav2. . . . . . 44
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5.1

Concept of hybrid guided ST modes. (a) Guided modes in a waveguide. A
traditional optical beam is coupled into the waveguide via a spherical lens
to maximize the overlap with a confined mode. (b) The dispersion relationship for a guided mode takes the form of a one-to-one mapping between the
axial wave number β and the frequency ω. (c) A traditional optical beam is
coupled via a spherical lens into a film. The field is confined along y, but
diffracts along the unbounded direction x. (d) The dispersion relationship
for each mode corresponds to an extended region in the (β, ωc )-plane due to
unbounded propagation along x. The field does not propagate self-similarly
along the film. The dashed curve represents the limit kx = 0 for a planar
waveguide extended mode. (e) A ST wave packet confined along x and extended along y is coupled via a cylindrical lens into a film. In addition to
the confinement along y by the film, the field is confined along x via its intrinsic spatio-temporal structure. (f) The dispersion relationship for hybrid
guided ST modes regains the one-to-one form as in (b), but its specific functional form can be tailored independently of the boundary conditions. The
inset (top left corner) shows the intensity distribution of the modes and highlights the confinement mechanisms along transverse dimensions x and y in
the three waveguiding configurations. The finite-width excitation in the planar waveguide in (c) is not a mode. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
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5.2

(a) Representation of the spatio-temporal spectrum of a ST wave packet on
the free-space light-cone. The spectrum lies along the intersection of the
light-cone with a spectral plane tilted by an angle θ1 with respect to the kz axis. (b) Representation of the spatio-temporal spectrum of a hybrid guided
ST mode in a planar film bounded by perfectly reflecting surfaces. The spectrum lies along the intersection of the light-cone associated with the mth order mode (in a film of refractive index n and thickness d) and a spectral
plane tilted by an angle θ2 with respect to the β-axis. If the wave packet
in (a) is to be coupled into the hybrid guided mode, the projection onto the
(kx , ωc )-plane is unchanged, and θ1 and θ2 are related through Eq. 5.2. . . . . 51
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5.3

(a) Setup for synthesis and characterization of ST wave packets, and launching hybrid guided ST modes into a film. G: Diffraction grating; L: lens;
SF: spatial filter; SLM: spatial light modulator; Obj: objective lens; WG:
unpatterned planar waveguide or film. Right inset is the phase imparted by
the SLM for θ1 = 40◦ , and left inset is the corresponding measured spatiotemporal spectrum captured by CCD2 . (b) Axial evolution of the time-averaged
intensity I(x, z) of the propagation-invariant ST wave packet (the lens L5 , the
planar waveguide, and objective lens are removed). The transverse intensity
distributions in the (x, y)-plane are shown at selected axial positions, emphasizing the propagation invariance. The white line is the Rayleigh range
zR ≈ 0.25 mm for a traditional beam having a spatial width ∆x = 16 µm.
(c) Axial evolution of the time-averaged intensity I(x, z) of ST wave packet
after placing a cylindrical lens (L5 , focal length 25 mm) that focuses the field
along y. The transverse intensity distributions in the (x, y)-plane are shown
at selected axial positions; the field first contracts along y at the focal plane
and then diverges. The plots on the right in (b) and (c) correspond to I(x, 0). . 55
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Observation of hybrid guided ST modes. The planar waveguide consists of
a 2-µm-thick layer of SiO2 on a MgF2 substrate. (a-c) Propagation of a traditional Gaussian wave packet with separable spatial and temporal degrees
of freedom in the film. (a) Intensity at the input and (b) at the output of the
film. (c) One-dimensional distribution through the center of (a) and (b). Inset
shows the plot on a wider horizontal scale. (d-f) Same as (a-c) for an ST
wave packet at the input (θ1 = 40◦ ) having the same width as the Gaussian
wave packet in (a). In contrast to the traditional Gaussian wave packet, here
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Hybrid ST modes in films of thickness (a) 100 µm (microscope slide), (b)
5 µm (SiO2 on MgF2 ), and (c) 2 µm (SiO2 on MgF2 ). The three cases correspond to θ1 = 44◦ , ∆x ≈ 25 µm. The white curves are integrated over y, and
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Varying the group index of hybrid guided ST modes in a 2-µm-thick film.
(a) The measured spatio-temporal spectral intensity in the (kx , λ)-plane, the
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angle of θ1 = 35◦ , (b) θ1 = 40◦ , (c) θ1 = 44.5◦ , (d) θ1 = 45◦ , (e) θ1 = 45.5◦ ,
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(a) Calculated dispersion relationships for the index-guided planar-waveguide
extended modes m = 0 and m = 1 in a 2-µm-thick silica film. The highlighted
rectangle corresponds to the operational range of our experiment; ωo corresponds to a wavelength of ≈ 800 nm. (b) Measured dispersion relationships
for the hybrid guided ST modes shown in Fig. 5.6, along with that for the associated planar mode m = 0 (dashed). For clarity, the 3 subluminal cases are
plotted in the left panel and the 3 superluminal cases are plotted separately in
the right panel. The planar waveguide extended mode (∆kx = 0, corresponding to θ2 = 34.2◦ ) is represented by the dashed light-line. (c) Group indices
n
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6.1

ST supermodes in a multimode waveguide. (a) Representation in (kx , β, ωc )space of the spectral support domain on the surface of the light-cone of a
freely propagating ST wave packet in a medium of refractive index n. The
spectral support is the conic section (red curve) at the intersection of the lightcone with a tilted spectral plane. The spectral projection onto the (kx , ωc )plane is shown, and the spatial and temporal bandwidths ∆kx and ∆ω, respectively, are identified. (b) The spectral projection for the ST wave packet
from (a) onto the (β, ωc )-plane is a straight line making an angle θ with the βaxis. The inset shows the X-shaped spatio-temporal intensity profile I(x; t)
R
and time-averaged intensity I(x) = dtI(x; t) at z = 0 [Fig. 6.2(a,b)]. (c) The
spectral support for index-guided modes in a multimode planar waveguide of
refractive index n and thickness d surrounded by free space. (d) The spectral
projection onto the (β, ωc )-plane for a multimode field of temporal bandwidth
∆ω; the energy is distributed among a multiplicity of waveguide modes. (e)
The spectrally discretized support for an ST supermode associated with the
same multimode waveguide from (c,d). (f) The spectral projection onto the
(β, ωc )-plane for a ST supermode is the set of points at the intersection of the
spectral plane from (a,b) with the modal lines from (c,d). The full bandwidth
is ∆ω, and each mode is assigned a particularly frequency and is associated
with a narrow spectral uncertainty δω ≪ ∆ω. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
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Conventional pulsed fields versus ST supermodes in a multimode waveguide.
(a,b) Calculated time-averaged intensity for a conventional pulsed multimodewaveguide field [Fig. 6.1(c,d)] localized at the waveguide entrance. The
initially localized field spreads rapidly across the waveguide width, and a
speckle pattern is formed that undergoes erratic changes with propagation.
We also plot the spatio-temporal intensity profile I(x; τ ) at z = 0 and at two
axial positions z1 and z2 . Here, τ = t − nz/c is in the traveling frame of
the wave packet. (c,d) Same as (a,b), but for a ST supermode [Fig. 6.1(e,f)].
The time-averaged intensity profile is maintained along the waveguide, and
the spatio-temporal profile at z = 0. The ST supermode is designed to travel
at a subluminal group velocity ve (slower than the conventional pulsed multimode field). The dimensions of the waveguide and the parameters of the
initial field structure correspond to those in our experiments, but the main
features of these simulations are generic. The calculations in (a,b) correspond to Fig. 6.5(a), and those in (c,d) correspond to Fig. 6.5(d). . . . . . . . 69
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Experimental arrangement for excitation and characterization of individual
waveguide modes and ST supermodes. (a) Schematic of the arrangement for
synthesizing free-space ST wave packets, acquiring the spatio-temporal spectrum, and coupling to the waveguide. G: Diffraction grating; L: cylindrical
lens; SLM: spatial light modulator; SF: spatial filter. (b) Measured timeaveraged intensity at the entrance and exit of the waveguide for the m = 20
TM mode. (c) Setup for re-constructing the spatio-temporal intensity profile
of a wave packet. (d) Reconstructed spatio-temporal intensity profile for the
pulsed m = 20 TM mode at the entrance (left panel) and exit (right panel)
of the waveguide, in addition to the time-averaged intensity at the waveguide
exit for the reference pulse (middle panel). The white curves at the bottom of
R
the left and right panels are I(τ ) = dxI(x; τ ), and τ = t − nz/c is measured
in the frame of the propagating conventional wave packet. . . . . . . . . . . . 74
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Conventional multimode waveguide. Columns from left to right: input spatiotemporal intensity profile I(x, z = 0; τ ), where τ = t − nz/c; output spatiotemporal intensity profile I(x, z = L; τ ); time-averaged output intensity
I(x); spatio-temporal spectrum kx (λ); and dispersion relationship β(λ). (a)
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modes, and the field as a result spreads across the width of the waveguide
before reaching the exit. The first row is the calculated (‘Calc.’) result and
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Light can be guided along optical fibers or waveguides via a refractive-index contrast [1], a photonic bandgap [2,3], or other confinement mechanisms [4–9]. From a fundamental perspective, the
salient characteristics of the guided modes, such as the mode size, group index, and group velocity
dispersion are dictated by the boundary conditions [1]. In contrast to fibers and waveguides that
confine light in both transverse dimensions, a thin film (or planar waveguide) provides confinement in only one transverse dimension, with light diffracting freely along the other unbounded
dimension. Nevertheless, it is attractive to rely on unpatterned films for waveguiding because patterning of some materials can be challenging (such as organics [10]), and the mature technology
of thin-film deposition yields ultra-smooth low-loss films [11] compared with the higher scattering
losses associated with inscribed and etched waveguides [12–16]. We thus envision a novel ‘hybrid’
guided mode in unpatterned films: the field is confined by the film along one transverse dimension
and is intrinsically resistant to diffraction along the other by virtue of the field structure itself.
Omni-Resonant Fabry-Perot cavity is a recently emerging strategy to enhancing the resonant linewidth
of a planar cavity without modifying the cavity or compromising its quality factor is to sculpt the
spatio-temporal structure of the incident field. A planar Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity can be viewed
as a device that presents a particular form of angular dispersion [17], in which each resonance
corresponds to a curved trajectory in the angular-spectral domain. Such a device-induced spatiotemporal coupling can be neutralized by judiciously introducing opposing angular dispersion into
the incident field, thereby transforming the pulsed field into a so-called ‘space-time’ (ST) wave
packet [18–22]. By associating each wavelength with a single spatial frequency [23], these ST
wave packets then become omni-resonant: they can couple fully to a single resonance even if the
bandwidth of the ST wave packet is substantially wider than the resonant linewidth [24]. The wave
packet can then traverse the cavity without change in spectrum or spatial profile after resonating
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with the cavity over a broad continuous spectrum [25, 26].
In chapter two, we demonstrate that an omni-resonance scheme [24, 25] can extend CPA continuously over a broad spectral bandwidth, thereby rendering this coherent-enhancement arrangement
relevant for solar conversion applications. By severing the link between the cavity-photon lifetime and the resonant bandwidth, omni-resonance leads to the emergence of ‘achromatic’ resonances [24] that can help deliver coherently enhanced broadband absorption. We realize this effect
in a hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) PIN-diode solar cell incorporated into an unpatterned asymmetric planar Fabry-Pérot cavity produced via standard deposition technology, and is
thus scalable in principle to large areas. Realizing omni-resonance does not necessitate modifying the cavity structure as in previous work on ‘white-light’ cavities [27–32]. Instead, incident
light is preconditioned using an alignment-free optical arrangement that assigns to each wavelength an appropriate angle of incidence [24, 25]. In effect, we introduce into the incident field
angular dispersion that is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to that of the cavity. Consequently, angular dispersion cancellation allows all wavelengths within a selected band – that may
extend over multiple free spectral ranges of the cavity – to resonate simultaneously, resulting in
continuous-wavelength CPA and a concomitant boost in the external quantum efficiency (EQE).
We demonstrate that a combination of CPA and omni-resonance leads to a doubling in the photocurrent harvested in the near-infrared spectral range of 660 − 740 nm selected at the a-Si:H
band edge. Although our proof-of-principle demonstration makes use of a thin-film a-Si:H solar cell, this combination of CPA and omni-resonance is materials-agnostic and can therefore be
exploited with any other form of absorbing photonic structure, such as organic photovoltaics, twodimensional materials, and perovskites. In all such cases, complete broadband optical absorption
is ensured in the solar cell regardless of its thickness or its intrinsic absorption over the selected
spectral band. More generally, this result fulfills a long-standing goal in optical physics whereby
the inherent advantages of coherently enhanced optical effects – normally restricted to discrete
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wavelengths [33, 34] – is harnessed over a broad continuous spectrum.
In chapter three, we show that the spatio-temporal spectral correlations imparted to an optical field
using a spatial light modulator can be exploited to program the omni-resonance. Wavelengths can
be selectively eliminated from the resonant spectrum by associating them with spatial frequencies
that do not provide the requisite angular dispersion to resonate with the cavity. Examples of programmable omni-resonant ST wave packets we synthesize include resonances with controllable
bandwidth (narrower or wider than the cavity native resonant linewidth); spectral holes of controllable bandwidth notched into a broad omni-resonant spectrum; and arbitrary spectral profiles
induced to resonate with the cavity. By severing the fundamental link between the cavity-photon
lifetime and the resonant bandwidth [1], these results suggest a host of potential applications that
harness resonant field enhancements in linear and nonlinear photonic devices for sensing, filtering,
and lasing.
In chapter four, we present a theoretical formulation of the spatial-resolution limit in omni-resonant
imaging and provide experimental validation of our predictions. Because of the space-time coupling associated with omni-resonance, we find that the resonant spectral linewidth of a planar FP
cavity determines the spatial resolution of omni-resonant imaging through it. Using a standard Air
Force resolution chart, we evaluate the spatial resolution of omni-resonant imaging in FP cavities
of different finesse and obtain quantitative validation of our model.
In chapter five, we propose and realize a new class of hybrid guided ST modes in planar optical films that propagate self-similarly under the influence of two distinct mechanisms: traditional
waveguiding in one dimension by the film, and propagation-invariant ST confinement in the other
extended dimension. As such, this is the first experimental observation of a guided diffraction-free
wave packet. The versatility of our approach is brought out by confining the field in films of thicknesses extending from 100 µm down to 2 µm while maintaining transverse confinement through-
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out. These novel hybrid guided ST modes have continuous spectra (in contrast to Refs. [35–37])
and are characterized by a number of unique and salutary features. First, this configuration results in low optical losses compared to those of traditional waveguides by avoiding scattering from
rough surfaces in patterned structures. Second, the two confinement mechanisms are uncoupled
and can be manipulated independently of each other. Third, tuning the spatio-temporal structure
of the wave packet along the unconstrained dimension enables modifying the mode size and the
group index (and, in principle, the group velocity dispersion) independently of the film thickness
or refractive index. Rather than an extended planar-waveguide mode of group index ≈ 1.47 in a
2-µm-thick, 25-mm-long silica film, we launch into this film hybrid guided ST modes that are confined in both transverse dimensions whose group index can be tuned from ≈ 1.26 to ≈ 1.77, thereby
demonstrating that one may override the boundary conditions in the film and modify the characteristics of the guided field post-fabrication by introducing the appropriate spatio-temporal structure
into the field. Finally, hybrid guided ST modes help overcome a perennial drawback of the weak
localization of free-space ST wave packets by imposing tight confinement in one transverse dimension – without affecting the localization in the other dimension or compromising its unique
propagation characteristics. These results can help establish new prospects for phase-matching of
optical pulses in nonlinear media that circumvent the restrictions imposed by the intrinsic material properties, and also offers opportunities for exploiting the useful characteristics of ST wave
packets in on-chip photonic platforms.
In chapter six, we formulate theoretically and verify experimentally the existence of this new class
of propagation-invariant pulsed fields compatible with multimode waveguides that we call ST supermodes. An ideal ST supermode is a superposition of monochromatic waveguide modes that
propagates invariantly at a prescribed group velocity, and which can be tuned continuously across
the subluminal and superluminal regimes. These surprising features of ST supermodes rely on
careful selection of the wavelength and axial wave number of each mode in the superposition. In
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realistic ST supermodes, each mode is associated not with a single wavelength, but rather with a
narrow spectral uncertainty that is nevertheless much smaller than the full supermode bandwidth.
In our proof-of-principle experiments, we synthesize and launch ST supermodes comprising up to
21 modes in a planar waveguide in the form of a 170-µm-thick glass slide with free-space cladding
and substrate at a wavelength of 800 nm. Using a spatio-temporal pulsed-beam shaper [38] we
prepare, in free space, superpositions of waveguide modes assigned to prescribed optical frequencies, resulting in ST supermodes with tunable group velocity and characteristic X-shaped spatiotemporal profiles. Rather than the erratic speckle patterns resulting from a conventional superposition of the waveguide modes, the time-averaged intensity of the ST supermode is axially invariant;
in other words, an initially localized ST supermode remains localized along the waveguide. The
field is initially localized to a 6-µm-wide transverse intensity feature, so that the waveguide length
corresponds to ≈ 257× the associated Rayleigh range. Moreover, by judicious selection of the
modes contributing to the ST supermode, the time-averaged transverse intensity profile can be
modified. We thus produce a variety of profiles, including ones with a single or multiple peaks,
dark profiles (a central dip), and even flat uniform profiles.
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CHAPTER 2: OMNI-RESONANT SOLAR CELL

Introduction

The promise held by solar energy as a renewable resource has fueled investigations of all the
aspects that may improve the performance of photovoltaic cells [39]. A variety of approaches
have been pursued, including surface patterning [40] or modifying the local density of states [41]
to enhance light trapping beyond the ray-optic limit [42], multi-junction solar cells [43], bandsplitting [44], and exploiting plasmonic structures [45]. Thin-film solar-cell technologies lower
the cost and weight by utilizing less material, and offer additional benefits of mechanical flexibility coupled with the potential for low-cost manufacturing on large foil substrates via roll-to-roll
processing [46, 47]. The inevitable diminishing of optical absorption associated with reducedthickness solar cells can be overcome by exploiting coherent resonant optical effects that boost the
absorption. For example, coherent perfect absorption (CPA) [48, 49] ensures unconditional full
absorption of light in a thin film of arbitrarily low intrinsic optical absorption by embedding it in a
judiciously structured photonic environment [50, 51]. Indeed, spectrally flat 100% absorption has
been recently demonstrated over a full octave of bandwidth in a 2-µm-thick polycrystalline silicon film incorporated into a carefully designed planar cavity [52]. However, like most coherentenhancement schemes, CPA is achieved only at discrete resonant wavelengths [49, 52–54]. Unavoidably, resonant enhancements within an optical cavity are harnessed over only narrow bandwidths as a result of the fundamental link between the cavity-photon lifetime and the resonant
linewidth [55].
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of the omni-resonant, CPA-enhanced solar device. (a) Layered structure
of the solar cell integrated into a planar Fabry-Pérot cavity with light incident from the top. The
layers from bottom-to-top are: glass substrate; broadband dielectric Bragg back-reflector formed
of alternating layers of SiO2 and TiO2 ; transparent, conductive aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO)
back contact; a-Si:H thin-film PIN-junction solar cell; AZO front contact; silica spacer; and front
partially reflective dielectric Bragg mirror. The back-reflector and front mirror constitute a CPA
cavity in which the solar cell is integrated. Omni-resonance is achieved through a light preconditioning arrangement that intercepts the incident radiation and assigns to each wavelength a judiciously selected incidence angle to guarantee resonantly enhanced absorption over a continuous
spectral span. (b) Photograph of a fabricated CPA-enhanced solar device of area 25 × 25 mm2 .
The circle in the center is the active area.

Overall device architecture

The solar device illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a) brings together CPA and omni-resonance to enable broadband coherently enhanced absorption in a thin-film solar cell. At the heart of this device is a
7

Figure 2.2: The physics of optical CPA and omni-resonance. (a) The CPA concept. Broadband
collimated light incident on a planar Fabry-Pérot cavity provided with a back-reflector (no optical
transmission) and containing a thin layer of low intrinsic absorption A is reflected back (Rtot )
except at the resonant frequencies, where the axial component of the wave vector is an integer
π
. If the spectral reflectivity R of the front mirror is designed such that R =
multiple of k0 = nd
2
(1 − A) , light at the resonant wavelengths is completely absorbed Atot = 1 independently of A.
(b) The omni-resonance concept. Incident broadband light is first preconditioned such that each
wavelength λ is incident at an angle θ(λ) selected to achieve the cavity resonance condition by
ensuring that the axial components of the wave vectors over the desired spectrum are all equal
to that of one of the bare-cavity resonances. All the wavelengths simultaneously resonate in the
same longitudinal cavity mode and are fully absorbed, thereby eliminating reflection back from
the cavity. (c) Resonant trajectories for a planar Fabry-Pérot cavity in the angular-wavelength
domain for different mode orders m and refractive indices n. Here β is the angular dispersion of
any resonant mode. (d) The resonant trajectories in the angular-wavelength domain (the angle ψ
here is the tilt angle of the cavity as shown in inset; see text for details) for m = 2 from (c) after
introducing the omni-resonant preconditioning system that nullifies the cavity angular dispersion
β and ‘de-slants’ the resonance in (c) to produce an ‘achromatic’ resonance (the horizontal spectral
trajectory for n = 1.5).

thin-film a-Si:H PIN-diode solar cell provided with two transparent conductive contacts and sandwiched between (1) a back-reflector formed of a dielectric Bragg mirror providing broad spectral reflection maintained over a large span of incidence angles, and (2) a dielectric spacer and
a partially reflective dielectric front Bragg mirror. An example of a fabricated device is shown
in Fig. 1(b). The back-reflector and front mirror define an asymmetric planar Fabry-Pérot cavity
designed to realize the conditions for CPA [50]. However, because the complete absorption asso8

ciated with CPA is achieved in the solar cell only on resonance (all other wavelengths reflect back
from the cavity), we exploit the phenomenon of omni-resonance [24] to extend CPA to a broad
continuous spectral band. Making use of a light preconditioning system that endows broadband
radiation incident on the CPA cavity with judicious angular dispersion, wavelengths across a continuous omni-resonant bandwidth are fully absorbed, thereby enhancing the EQE of the solar cell
and boosting the photocurrent. The omni-resonant bandwidth is not related to the photon lifetime
and can extend far beyond the cavity linewidth. We have designed the system described here to
increase the near-infrared EQE in the vicinity of the electronic bandgap edge of a-Si:H in the spectral range 660 − 740 nm, but the same strategy can be exploited with other material systems and in
any spectral band.

Theoretical foundations for the device functionality

We start by noting that an optically thin layer having low absorption A ≪ 1 can always be made
to absorb at least 50% of the incident light by engineering its photonic environment [56–58], a
configuration also known as a Salisbury screen [59, 60]. In the case of a layer of non-negligible
−1

thickness, a maximal absorption of Atot = 81 {2 + A + A }, is achieved in a symmetric cavity
( 21 ≤ Atot ≤ 23 ) when both mirrors have a reflectivity R =

3A−1
A(3−A)

[50]. CPA allows for Atot to

be raised unconditionally to 100% (independently of A) by arranging for the field to impinge on
both sides of the symmetric device after setting the mirrors’ reflectivity to R = A and – critically
– adjusting the relative phase and amplitude of the two fields [48, 56, 61]. This interferometric
configuration is not suitable for solar applications where it is prohibitively difficult to maintain a
spectrally varying relative phase between two beams of sunlight. However, complete absorption
(Atot = 1) can nevertheless be achieved with a single incident field by utilizing an asymmetric
2

structure comprising of a back-reflector and a partially reflective front mirror having R = A [52];
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see Fig. 3.3(a). This configuration is reminiscent of critical coupling that occurs when radiation is
coupled into a cavity at a rate that matches its dissipation rate [62, 63]. Although critical coupling
is usually studied in micro-resonators, it is also realizable in planar structures [64].
The above description of CPA applies only to the resonant free-space wavelengths λm = 2nd/m at
normal incidence, where m is the resonance order, d is the cavity thickness, and n is its refractive
index [Fig. 3.3(a)]. Omni-resonance then enables extending the spectral range of CPA over a
continuous band [Fig. 3.3(b)], much wider than the resonant linewidth, which is indispensable for
solar-energy applications. The underlying principle can be understood by first noting that tilting
the incident radiation by an angle θ with respect to the cavity normal blue-shifts the resonances
λm (θ) < λm (0). Indeed, any free-space wavelength λ can resonate with the mth avity mode if it is
assigned an external incidence angle θ(λ) satisfying the omni-resonance condition sin2 (θ(λ)) =
n2 (1 − (mλ/λ0 )2 ), where λ0 = 2nd is the free-space wavelength of the fundamental resonant mode
at normal incidence [24]. Maintaining the omni-resonant condition over the selected spectral band
therefore requires preconditioning the incident light such that each λ is assigned to the appropriate
incidence angle θ(λ). Consequently, optical absorption in a solar cell embedded in such a cavity
is resonantly enhanced over the omni-resonant span, thereby boosting the harvested photocurrent
over bandwidths relevant to solar-energy applications.
To gain insight into the construction of the required light preconditioning system, we plot in
Fig. 3.3(c) the angular-spectral trajectories of the cavity resonances for different modes m and
refractive indices n; the impact of the cavity thickness d is implicit in the normalization wavelength λ0 . To precompensate for the angular dispersion of each slanted resonance-curve that is
intrinsic to planar cavities, we render the incidence angle wavelength-dependent, to first-order
θ(λ) = ψ − β(λ − λm ) for the mth resonance; here ψ is the cavity tilt angle with respect to
normal and β is the angular dispersion introduced, which must be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the angular dispersion of the cavity resonance. By virtue of the angular dispersion
10

Figure 2.3: Fabrication steps of a PIN-diode solar cell integrated into a planar CPA cavity. In steps
6 through 10 we show the full structure in addition to a cut-away that reveals the relevant internal
structure for clarity. All the cells were fabricated using these steps with the only difference being
the thickness of the silica spacer deposited in step 10 (thickness of 2, 4, or 10 µm). See Fig. 5.1(b)
for a photograph of a fabricated device. Note that the vertical scale of the structure (the thickness
of the layers; ∼ 7.5 µm in addition to the spacer thickness) is different from the transverse scale
[the in-plane feature sizes as shown in Fig. 5.1(b)].

introduced into the incident light, the system ‘de-slants’ the spectral trajectory of the selected
mode [Fig. 3.3(d)], and a broad omni-resonant spectrum associated with a single underlying resonant mode is consequently made available. Note that ‘anomalous’ angular dispersion is required:
shorter wavelengths must impinge upon the cavity at larger angles. Furthermore, reducing the required β necessitates reducing n, which we achieve by adding a dielectric spacer of lower index
than Si and larger thickness than the PIN-diode, which incidentally reduces the cavity free spectral
range.
11

Fabrication of the resonant solar device

The question remains concerning the feasibility of manufacturing such a resonant structure and the
impact of fabrication tolerances on its performance. The fabrication steps are outlined in Fig. 2.3
in which only standard planar deposition technologies are utilized. After cleaning a square glass
substrate (25 × 25 mm2 area, 1-mm-thick; step 1), a multilayer dielectric Bragg back-reflector is
deposited via e-beam evaporation at 200 ◦ C (step 2) in lieu of the more traditional metal backreflector. To ensure that reflection is maintained over the spectral window of interest even at large
incident angles, the back-reflector is formed of two Bragg mirrors (Appendix), whose dual-band
design ensures full reflectivity for light incident between 0◦ and 55◦ across the spectral band from
600 nm to 850 nm (Supplementary Material).
A transparent conductive oxide layer of aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) is deposited via atomiclayer deposition (ALD) at 150 ◦ C as a back contact (step 3). The PIN-junction was produced using
silane gas (SiH4 ) and H2 to deposit reduced a-Si:H, and dope the layers accordingly, via plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD operating at 13.56 MHz; step 4). To enable contacting the bottom AZO layer, we lithographically etch the corners of the a:Si-H layers to expose the
AZO (step 5) before depositing an AZO layer via ALD at 130 ◦ C as a top contact (step 6), followed
by sputtering a thin gold layer (step 7). We lithographically define an outer ring of gold for contact
with the bottom AZO layer and a central feature in the form of a half-circle for contacting the
top AZO layer (step 8). The top and bottom AZO layers are joined and envelope the PIN-diode.
However, because the vertical dimensions of the layers are orders-of-magnitude smaller than the
transverse dimensions, etching a trench into the top AZO layer separates the top and bottom contacts and defines the active area (step 9). At this stage we have a fully functional solar cell atop a
back-reflector. In a final step, we deposit a silica spacer (of thickness 2, 4, or 10 µm) and a second
dielectric Bragg mirror on the solar-cell active area (step 10). Because the optical absorption A of
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Figure 2.4: Optical absorption enhancement in a solar-cell integrated into a CPA cavity. (a)
Schematic depiction of the layered structure of a ‘bare’ solar cell. (b) Measured optical absorption
and (c) EQE in the bare solar cell. (d) Schematic depiction of the layered structure of a solar cell
from (a) embedded in a CPA cavity. MF : Front, partially reflective Bragg mirror; MB : back Bragg
reflector. (e) Measured optical absorption and (f) EQE in the CPA-enhanced solar cell with 2-µmthick spacer. The blue shading in (b,c) and (e,f) highlights the spectral range 660 − 740 nm at the
edge of the a-Si:H band edge for which the CPA and omni-resonance systems are designed.

the solar cell in the cavity is wavelength-dependent, the required front-mirror reflectivity must in
turn vary with wavelength R = R(λ) = [A(λ)]2 , which necessitates an aperiodic multilayer structure [52]. Here we make use of a partially reflective dielectric Bragg mirror that provides a best fit
and comprises 3 bilayers of SiO2 and TiO2 . See Supplementary Material for details of the fabrication process and optical characterization of the individual layers. The thickness of the PIN-diode
is ∼ 360 nm, each contact ∼ 300 nm, the back-reflector ∼ 5.7 µm, and front mirror ∼ 612 nm. The
device thickness ≈ 7.3 µm is therefore dominated by the spacer and back-reflector.

Modeling and optical characterization

To establish the operating baseline for absorption and EQE, we first characterize a bare solar cell
[Fig. 2.4(a)] fabricated by following the steps illustrated in Fig. 2.3 but eliminating the back-
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Figure 2.5: Optical characterization for solar cavities with different-thickness dielectric spacers.
(a) Calculated and (b) measured spectral absorption in a solar cavity for collimated light at different
angles of incidence. (c) Calculated spectral absorption of an omni-resonant solar cavity at different
cavity tilt angles. (d) Expanded view of (c) in the cavity-tilt-angle range of 35◦ −55◦ that is accessible in our experimental configuration. (e) Measured spectral absorption in an omni-resonant solar
cavity in the cavity-tilt-angle range of 35◦ − 55◦ . The shaded panels correspond to simulations. (f)
Schematic of the setup for measuring the optical absorption of the CPA-enhanced solar device and
(g) after introducing a light-preconditioning system that satisfies the omni-resonance condition. L:
Lens; A: aperture; G: grating; S: optical source. See Appendix for the distances d1 and d2 .
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reflector, the spacer, and the front mirror. The measured absorption and EQE are provided in
Fig. 2.4(b,c) (Appendix); the measured short-circuit current density under the solar spectrum
irradiance AM 1.5G is ≈ 5 mA/cm2 . We are interested in the near-infrared spectral regime
660 − 740 nm where optical absorption and consequently the EQE drop rapidly (the short-circuit
current density produced in this spectral window is ≈ 0.26 mA/cm2 ). The full CPA-enhanced solar
device [Fig. 2.4(d)] is a resonant structure in which the back-reflector and front mirror sandwich
the solar cell, as is clear from the measurements shown in Fig. 2.4(e,f) (for a spacer thickness of
2 µm). Increasing the spacer thickness of course reduces the free spectral range and thus increases
the number of resonances in the spectral window of interest.
To assess the angular dispersion required to achieve omni-resonance, we trace the resonant trajectories in the angular-spectral domain; i.e., the absorption spectrum for all incidence angles Atot (λ, θ).
The calculated and measured absorption spectra are plotted in Fig. 2.5(a) and Fig. 2.5(b), respectively. The calculations [Fig. 2.5(a)] model the multilayered CPA solar device using the transfermatrix method employing measured wavelength-dependent optical constants for the individual
layers, which are obtained by spectroscopic ellipsometry (Supplementary Material). The measurements [Fig. 2.5(b)] were carried out using the setup illustrated in Fig. 2.5(f), where light from a
halogen lamp is collimated and directed to the active area of the CPA solar device and the reflected
Rtot and transmitted Ttot light are collected, from which we have Atot = 1−Rtot −Ttot (Appendix).
We note the excellent agreement between the calculated and measured spectral trajectories of the
resonances and thence the associated angular dispersion β. Moreover, as predicted, increasing the
thickness of the dielectric spacer reduces the slope of the spectral trajectories β of the resonances
and also reduces the free spectral range.
To achieve omni-resonance, we make use of the measured value of β for a selected resonance, and
design a preconditioning system that introduces angular dispersion −β into the field. However,
no known optical component can endow broadband light with the desiderata for omni-resonance:
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angular dispersion that is anomalous and has a large magnitude. A grating typically introduces
normal angular dispersion whose magnitude is limited by the ruling density. Nevertheless, tailoring the geometry by tilting the grating with respect to the incident radiation and tilting the cavity
with respect to the grating can switch the angular dispersion from normal to anomalous, and a lens
can subsequently increase the magnitude of β [24]. We construct such a system with λm ≈ 710 nm
to guarantee that each wavelength λ is incident on the cavity at the angle θ(λ) satisfying the omniresonance condition for specific values of the cavity tilt angle ψ [Fig. 2.5(g)]. The calculated absorption spectrum Atot (λ, ψ) shown in Fig. 2.5(c,d) after introducing the preconditioning system
depicted in Fig. 2.5(g) reveals that the trajectories of the resonances are deformed to yield a large
bandwidth over which they are ‘de-slanted’. The measured absorption spectrum Atot (λ, ψ) after
implementing the light-preconditioning system in the path of incident light is shown in Fig. 2.5(e),
and good agreement with the theoretical predictions in Fig. 2.5(d) is clear. Note that the continuous
resonant bandwidth is not a result of a large number of resonances merging or overlapping, but instead each de-slanted ‘achromatic’ resonance now provides a continuous omni-resonant bandwidth
independently of the linewidth of the bare cavity.

Omni-resonant CPA-enhancement of the EQE

We now proceed to demonstrate that the CPA-enhanced solar device does indeed improve the EQE
over the omni-resonant bandwidth through spectrally and angularly resolved EQE measurements.
First, using the setup shown in Fig. 2.6(d) we direct spectrally resolved light from a monochromator to CPA-enhanced solar device (in absence of a light preconditioning system) at an angle
of incidence θ. By scanning θ from 0◦ to 80◦ and scanning the wavelength from 500 nm to
800 nm (Appendix), we obtain the spectrally and angularly resolved EQE plotted in Fig. 2.6(a)
for the three spacer thicknesses. The measurements follow closely the corresponding absorption
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Figure 2.6: Characterization of the device quantum efficiency for solar cavities with differentthickness dielectric spacers. (a) Measured spectrally resolved EQE (using collimated incident
radiation) with angle of incidence θ onto a CPA-enhanced solar cavity. (b) Measured spectrally
resolved CPA-enhanced EQE with cavity tilt angle ψ after realization of a light preconditioning
system that satisfies the omni-resonance condition. (c) Measured spectrally resolved EQE across
the spectral range 660 − 740 nm selected from (b) at a cavity tilt angle (ψ = 50◦ , 44◦ and 44◦ for
spacer thicknesses 2, 4, and 10 µm, respectively) in comparison to the EQE of a reference bare
solar cell [from Fig. 2.4(c)]. (d) Schematic of the experimental setup for EQE measurements used
to obtain the results in (a). (e) Schematic of the experimental setup for the omni-resonant EQE
measurements shown in (b) and (c). (f) Electrical connections for the fabricated cavity-integrated
solar cell. L: Lens; G: grating; S: optical source; LIA: lock-in-amplifier.

results [Fig. 2.5(a,b)] except for the decay in EQE once the bandgap edge of a-Si:H is reached
at ∼ 740 nm. By introducing the light preconditioning system (diffraction grating plus lens) between the monochromator and the solar device [Fig. 2.6(e)], we carry out the spectrally resolved
measurements of the EQE in the omni-resonant configuration while varying the cavity tilt angle ψ.
The measurements [Fig. 2.6(b)] are in good agreement with the corresponding optical absorption
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[Fig. 2.5(c-e)] except for the limiting effects of the a-Si:H band edge; for example, whereupon 90%
is absorbed at the 775-nm resonance [Fig. 2.4(e)], the EQE is enhanced by only 1% [Fig. 2.4(f)].
To highlight the improvement in EQE as a result of the omni-resonant CPA-enhanced solar device,
we compare in Fig. 2.6(c) the EQE of the bare solar cell at normal incidence over the spectral range
of interest [Fig. 2.4(c)] to the omni-resonant result corresponding to ψ = 50◦ , 44◦ , and 44◦ for the
spacer thicknesses 2, 4, and 10 µm, respectively, corresponding to specific achromatic resonances.
The omni-resonant EQE is consistently higher in the targeted wavelength span of 660 − 740 nm.
Table 1 summarizes the improvement in the omni-resonantly generated photocurrent of solar cells
shown in Fig. 2.6(c) for the three dielectric spacer thicknesses. The short-circuit photocurrent
R
density is Jsc (ψo ) = q dλη(λ, ψo )φ(λ), where q is the electron charge, φ(λ) is the photon flux
of the solar spectrum irradiance AM 1.5G, η(λ, ψo ) is the EQE at a fixed cavity tilt angle ψo that
optimally achieves omni-resonance, and we have carried out the spectral integral over two ranges
∆1 = 660 : 700 nm (40 nm) and ∆2 = 660 : 740 nm (80 nm). We find that several configurations
(2-µm and 4-µm spacer thicknesses) lead to more than a doubling of Jsc over the ∆1 range and
slightly less than a doubling in the ∆2 range.

Planar light-preconditioning configuration

This proof-of-principle demonstration validates the feasibility of omni-resonant spectral broadening of CPA beyond the cavity resonance linewidth. However, the particular realization of light
preconditioning utilized [diffraction grating plus lens, Fig. 2.7(a)] is not suitable in the context of
harvesting solar-energy. The system is bulky and cannot be deployed over large areas. Critically,
the lens renders the system shift-variant, and the performance is thus sensitive to the position and
size of the incident field. This is clear in the measurements of angular dispersion produced by
the system shown in Fig. 2.7(a) for two different beam sizes at the grating [1 mm in Fig. 2.7(e)
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and 10 mm in Fig. 2.7(i)], where increasing the field size blurs the imparted angular dispersion
(Appendix). An ideal light preconditioning system produces the requisite angular dispersion in a
flat, thin, shift-invariant structure that is insensitive to the incident field size and position.
Because the role of the lens is to ‘amplify’ the grating’s angular dispersion, one may replace the
lens with an appropriately tilted second grating [Fig. 2.7(b)]. Measurements plotted in Fig. 2.7(f)
confirm that angular dispersion similar to that in Fig. 2.7(e) is produced, and shift-invariance is now
realized [Fig. 2.7(j)]. Although only planar devices (gratings) are used, this alignment-free system
remains bulky because of the required angular tilt between the two gratings. The relative tilt between the two gratings can be replaced with a dielectric prism (3D-printed from VeroClear polymer
of a refraction index 1.47 and prism angle 41◦ ) that deflects the diffracted field from the first grating
appropriately, as shown in Fig. 2.7(c), while maintaining the angular dispersion and shift invariance
[compare Figs. 2.7(g,k) to Figs. 2.7(f,j)]. A final design that satisfies the above-listed requirements
replaces the macroprism in Fig. 2.7(c) with a one-dimensional microprism array (0.5-mm-thick,
127-µm-wide microprisms, molded PMMA polymer of refraction index 1.49 and microprism angle 41◦ ; PR 712 from Orafol Fresnel Optics GmbH) as shown in Fig. 2.7(d) and Supplementary
Fig. S9. Here the three component layers (two gratings and thin sheet of microprisms) can lie atop
of each other with no need for any particular separation between them, resulting in a substantially
reduced-thickness arrangement. The three layers (the two gratings and the microprism array) do
not require specific relative transverse positioning with respect to each other, thereby constituting an alignment-free configuration. The measurement results obtained with this system shown in
Fig. 2.7(h,l) are in full correspondence with the results from a single macroprism in Fig. 2.7(g,k).
See Appendix and Supplementary Material for details of the experimental configurations used.
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Figure 2.7: Preconditioning configurations to achieve omni-resonance. (a) System comprising a
reflective diffraction grating (1200 lines/mm) and a spherical lens [Fig. 2.5(g) and Fig. 2.6(e)]. (b)
System comprising two identical transmissive gratings (1400 lines/mm, high-diffraction-efficiency
polarization-independent gratings; Appendix) tilted with respect to each other. (c) System comprising two parallel transmissive gratings G1 and G2 (1400 lines/mm) and a prism P for beam
deflection. (d) Same as (c) except that the prism P is replaced by a microprism array µP, resulting in a vastly reduced thickness of the optical arrangement (see Supplementary Figure S9). Inset
shows a magnified view of the microprisms. (e-h) Measured angular dispersion of the systems in
(a-d) for an incident beam size of ∼ 1 mm on the first grating surface (Appendix). (i-l) Measured
angular dispersion of the systems in (a-d) for an incident beam size of ∼ 10 mm on the first grating
surface. Note that the lens used in (a) renders the system spatially shift-variant, in contrast to the
systems in (b-d) that are shift-invariant and thus independent of incident field size or location. The
green vertical lines in (e-l) identify the axial wavelength λc = 710 nm.
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Table 2.1: Integration of EQE over the spectral range of interest. B. C.: Bare cell; P. C.: photocurrent with respect to the bare cell in percentage.

Discussion

It remains an open question whether a single textured surface (e.g., a metasurface [65, 66]) can
provide the requisite angular dispersion to achieve omni-resonance in lieu of the multi-surface
systems shown in Fig. 2.7. Recent progress has been achieved in realizing one of the abovementioned desiderata, namely producing anomalous diffraction from a single surface [67–69]. It
remains to combine this anomalous diffraction with a large magnitude of the accompanying angular
dispersion.
Relying on a spectrally selective all-dielectric back-reflector paves the way to thin-film solar-cell
devices that are almost transparent except for a specific spectral band (e.g., the infrared) in which
optical absorption is maximized. This may establish the viability of transparent solar cells in
building-integrated photovoltaics and automotive applications, for instance [47]. These applications will benefit from developing a metasurface realization of the light preconditioning system
for omni-resonance that further reduces the thickness of the microprism-based system shown in
Fig. 2.7(d).
We note that the underlying principle of omni-resonance is in the exploitation of correlations in-
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troduced into the spatio-temporal spectrum (angle-wavelength) of the incident radiation. This
approach therefore falls under the rubric of space-time wave packets [20], which are propagationinvariant (diffraction-free and dispersion-free) coherent [70,71] or incoherent [72,73] fields whose
unique characteristics stem from introducing angular dispersion into their spatio-temporal spectrum to compensate for the angular dispersion intrinsic to free propagation. In our work here,
the angular dispersion introduced into the field compensates for that intrinsic to resonant cavity
modes. More generally, both omni-resonance and space-time wave packets are ultimately examples of the utility that can be harnessed by ‘entangling’ different degrees of freedom of the optical
field [74, 75] rather than remaining independent of each other.
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CHAPTER 3: PROGRAMMABLE OMNI-RESONANCE USING
SPACE-TIME FIELDS

Introduction

Optical resonators, an indispensable component in the photonics purview [1], are essential for
the construction of lasers, gyroscopes, and establishing classical and quantum light-matter interfaces [76], among a plethora of other applications. Associated with optical resonances is a field
enhancement that typically occurs only over narrow spectral linewidths at discrete resonant wavelengths. As the quality-factor of the resonator increases, field build-up is boosted, thereby leading
to the enhancement of optical effects (such as resonant absorption [48–51, 77] and nonlinear optical effects [78–82]). Inevitably, however, the linewidth over which this boosted enhancement
is harnessed concomitantly decreases. Fundamentally, this inverse relationship is due to the link
between the cavity-photon lifetime and the resonant linewidth [1]. In an attempt to overcome this
restriction, previous efforts have aimed at constructing ‘white-light’ cavities in which the resonant
linewidth is increased without sacrificing the cavity quality factor [27]. This has been realized by
introducing anomalous dispersion into the cavity; e.g., inserting an atomic gas [28, 83] or exploiting nonlinear resonances [29]. It is now well-established that incorporating linear passive optical
components into a cavity (such as gratings [32] or chirped Bragg reflectors [31]) cannot satisfy the
conditions for a white-light cavity, and that only the addition of an active medium into the cavity
provides the requisite anomalous dispersion.
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Figure 3.1: Concept of programmable omni-resonance. (a) A collimated broadband optical field is
e x , λ) = E(λ)δ(k
e
incident on a planar FP cavity. The input spatio-temporal spectrum E(k
x ) is separable with respect to the spatial and temporal degrees of freedom. The dotted curve in the bottom
panel is the spatio-temporal spectrum (the collection of plane waves described by (kx , λ) pairs) for
a single resonance of the FP cavity; the solid region is the spatio-temporal spectrum of the input
e x , λ). The output is the usual spectrally narrow linewidth centered at a resonant wavefield E(k
length. (b) A focused broadband beam allows for a fraction of the power at each wavelength to
traverse the cavity. The input spatio-temporal spectrum is still approximately separable. The output
spectrum retains the input profile but with a strongly reduced amplitude, because each wavelength
is resonant at only one angle of incidence and is rejected at all other angles. (c) An omni-resonant
ST wave packet traverses the FP cavity without change in its bandwidth (even when much wider
than the resonant linewidth) by virtue of its spatio-temporal spectrum – no longer separable with
respect to kx and ω – matching that of the cavity resonance. (d) By tailoring the spatio-temporal
spectrum of the input field, programmable omni-resonance is achieved. Selectively displacing
wavelengths at the input from the spatio-temporal spectrum associated with omni-resonance enables sculpting the transmitted optical spectrum independently of the resonant linewidth.
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Programmable omni-resonance concept

The concept of programmable omni-resonance is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Consider a broadband
collimated coherent field (an ultrashort pulse in the time domain) normally incident on a planar
symmetric FP cavity comprising two symmetric mirrors separated by a layer of index n and thickness d. Only narrow linewidths centered at the resonant free-space wavelengths λm(0) = 2nd/m
are transmitted; where integer m is the resonance order [Fig. 5.1(a)]. At oblique incidence at an
external angle ϕ (with respect to the normal to the cavity), the resonances λm (ϕ) are blue-shifted,
r
λm (ϕ) = λm (0) 1 −

1
sin2 ϕ < λm (0).
2
n

(3.1)

This equation represents the spatio-temporal dispersion relationship of the mth cavity resonance,
corresponding to the (kx , λ)-space dotted curves in Fig. 5.1 (bottom panels).
If this pulsed field is focused into the FP cavity with a cylindrical lens, each incident wavelength
becomes associated with a broad range of external incident angles ϕ [Fig. 5.1(b)]. The transmitted
field corresponds to the intersection of the incident field’s spatio-temporal spectrum (which is
separable with respect to wavelength λ and angle of incidence ϕ) with the resonant dispersion
relationship in Eq. 3.1. Consequently, only a small fraction of the power emerges from the cavity
across the whole spectrum [Fig. 5.1(b)], with each wavelength emerging at a distinct angle. As
such, faint colored bands appear in the collimated output field [1].
Omni-resonance [24–26] refers to the field configuration whereupon each wavelength λ in the
pulse is arranged to be incident on the cavity at a different angle ϕ(λ) [Fig. 5.1(c)]. It is convenient
to consider the spatial frequency kx (λ) = 2π
sin ϕ(λ), the transverse component of the wave vector
λ
along the transverse coordinate x, in lieu of the angle of incidence. By modifying the spatiotemporal spectrum of the pulse to associate each wavelength with a specific spatial frequency kx (λ)
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satisfying Eq. 3.1, the incident pulse is transformed into an omni-resonant ST wave packet [21,23].
By matching the spatio-temporal spectrum of the omni-resonant ST wave packet to the resonance
spatio-temporal dispersion curve allows a continuous spectrum to couple to the mth resonance [26]
when all wavelengths simultaneously satisfy the condition
p
sin ϕ(λ) = n 1 − (λ/λm (0))2 .

(3.2)

If λ deviates from the resonant wavelength λm (0) by ∆ ≪ λm (0), λ = λm (0) − ∆, then sin ϕ(λ) ≈
p
n 2∆/λm (0). Because each incident wavelength across the entire continuous omni-resonant
spectrum is fully coupled to the cavity resonance [24, 26], the output spectrum matches that of the
input without reduction in amplitude [Fig. 5.1(c)].
Programmable omni-resonance refers to the possibility of sculpting the resonating spectrum in the
cavity through tailoring the spatio-temporal spectrum of the incident field – independently of the
resonant linewidth [Fig. 5.1(d)]. Displacing undesired wavelengths from the spatio-temporal omniresonant spectral loci prevents these wavelengths from coupling into the cavity, and they instead
reflect back from it. The rest of the spectrum – which can take on an arbitrary profile – couples
to the target cavity resonance, thereby realizing a programmable omni-resonant ST wave packet
[5.1(d)]. As such, the same cavity can be exploited in a variety of resonant configurations without
compromising its quality factor; indeed, without modifying the cavity itself in any way. We proceed to synthesize programmable omni-resonant ST wave packets experimentally and demonstrate
a variety of unique resonant spectral realizations.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic of the experimental arrangement. G: Diffraction grating; L: lens; BS:
beam splitter; SLM: spatial light modulator; C: FP cavity; OSA: optical spectrum analyzer; CCD:
charged-coupled device camera. CCD1 captures the time-averaged intensity of the ST wave packet
when the reference arm is blocked, and otherwise records the interference of the ST wave packet
with the reference pulse. CCD2 captures the spatio-temporal spectrum of the ST wave packet. (b)
Measured spatio-temporal spectrum of a single resonance of the FP cavity used in our experiments.

Experiment

The cavity used in our demonstrations of programmable omni-resonance comprises a 10-µm-thick
silica spacer sandwiched between two Bragg mirrors consisting of eight bilayers of SiO2 (138-nmthick, refractive index n = 1.46 at a wavelength of 800 nm) and TiO2 (88-nm-thick, n = 2.28 at
800 nm), deposited on a glass substrate. The cavity free spectral range is ≈ 22 nm, as measured
by using a broadband white light source (Thorlabs QTH10, Quartz Tungsten-Halogen Lamp),
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Figure 3.3: Formulation of programmable omni-resonance. (a) A broad spectrum is incident on a
planar FP cavity. The only wavelengths that can couple to the cavity are those whose wave vector
component normal to the cavity corresponds to a resonance. (b) The phase pattern implemented
on the SLM in Fig. 6.3(a) to produce the desired field configuration (for the sake of clarity, the
plotted phase patterns here are ×2.5 larger than those implemented). (c) The measured spatiotemporal spectrum of the synthesized wave packet incident on the FP cavity and associated with
the SLM phase pattern in (b). (d) Measured output spectrum after the FP cavity. The columns
depict different configurations for the input field: (i) a collimated field; (ii-iii) obliquely incident
fields at different angles; (iv) an omni-resonant field; and (v) a programmable omni-resonant field.

and collecting the transmitted light with a multimode fiber (300-µm-diameter, 0.39 NA; Thorlabs
M69L02) connected to a spectrometer (Jaz, Ocean Optics). The cavity linewidth is ≈ 0.15 nm, as
measured using a mode-locked femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser, and collecting the transmitted light
with a single-mode fiber (Thorlabs P1780A-FC) and high-resolution optical spectrum analyzer
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(OSA; ANDO AQ6317B).
Synthesis of the ST wave packets [Fig. 6.3(a)] starts with 100-fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser
centered on a wavelength of ≈ 800 nm that are directed to a diffraction grating (Newport 10HG1200800-1, 1200 lines/mm, area 25 × 25 mm2 ) to spread the spectrum in space before a cylindrical lens
(focal length f = 500 mm) collimates the spectrum and directs it to a spatial light modulator (SLM;
Hamamatsu X10468-02). The SLM assigns to each wavelength a linear phase variation along x
corresponding to a prescribed spatial frequency kx . The modulated wave front is retro-reflected
back to the grating that reconstitutes the pulse and produces the ST wave packet. The spectrum
of the Ti:sapphire laser gets filtered by the physical size of the SLM to a bandwidth of 1.5 nm
(from 797.1 to 798.6 nm; the longest wavelength in this range corresponds to a cavity resonance
at normal incidence). Two cylindrical lenses then introduce a demagnification factor of ×10 before impinging on the FP cavity, which is placed on a rotation stage ≈ 3 cm from L4 . The wave
packet transmitted through the cavity is then collected with a multi-mode fiber (50-µm-diameter,
0.22-NA, Thorlabs M42L01) and delivered to the OSA.

Realizing programmable omni-resonance

We start by measuring the angular dispersion of the FP cavity [Fig. 6.3(b)]. When the SLM imparts
a uniform phase distribution to the spectrally resolved impinging field, all the wavelengths are
assigned to a fixed angle of incidence ϕ = 0 (kx = 0); Fig. 3.3(a-c)-i. The measured transmitted
spectrum [Fig. 3.3(d)-i] matches the normal-incidence cavity resonance. When the SLM imparts to
all the incident wavelengths a linear phase distribution (modulo 2π) corresponding to a particular
spatial frequency kx , oblique incidence is realized [Fig. 3.3(a-c)-ii] with a blue-shifted resonance
[Fig. 3.3(d)-ii], as expected from Eq. 3.1. By scanning through values of kx (or angle of incidence
ϕ), we can reconstruct the spatio-temporal dispersion curve of the selected cavity resonance in
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(λ, kx ) space [Fig. 6.3(b)].
An omni-resonant ST wave packet is synthesized by associating each wavelength λ at the SLM
with the appropriate spatial frequency kx (λ) that results in that wavelength resonating with the
cavity according to Eq. 3.2 [Fig. 3.3(a)-iii]. The requisite phase distribution imparted by SLM is
shown in Fig. 3.3(b)-iii, resulting in the measured spatio-temporal spectrum of the ST wave packet
in Fig. 3.3(c)-iii that matches the spatio-temporal spectrum of the cavity resonance [Fig. 6.3(b)].
Consequently, the spectrum transmitted through the cavity is broad [Fig. 3.3(d)-iii] and matches
the spectrum of the ST wave packet incident on the cavity.
The realization of programmable omni-resonance requires assigning a spatial frequency deviating
from the omni-resonance condition to the wavelengths that we wish to exclude from resonating
with the cavity. The wavelengths to be eliminated are thus incident on the cavity at angles incompatible with Eq. 3.2 [Fig. 3.3(a)-iv]. The phase distribution implemented by the SLM has the
pattern characteristic of omni-resonant ST wave packets [Fig. 3.3(b)-iii], but is modified by displacing the phase at the wavelengths to be excluded [Fig. 3.3(b)-iv]. Consequently, the measured
spatio-temporal spectrum exhibits discontinuities corresponding to the eliminated wavelengths
[Fig. 3.3(c)-iv]. The cavity-transmitted spectrum of the ST wave packet matches the input spectrum except at the designated wavelengths; the transmission for wavelengths coupled to the cavity
is ≈ 80%, while the rejected wavelengths are not detectable. By sculpting the phase distribution
imparted by the SLM to the spectrally resolved wave front, one can ensure that any prescribed
spectrum be coupled to the selected cavity resonance.
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Examples of programmable omni-resonance

We present measurements for several examples of programmable omni-resonance. In each case,
the cavity-transmitted spectrum is coupled to a multimode fiber (50-µm-diameter, 0.22-NA; Thorlabs M42L01) that delivers the signal to a high-resolution OSA (ANDO AQ6317B).

Controlled resonance linewidth

As a first example of programmable omni-resonance, we demonstrate controllable resonant linewidth
for the cavity [Fig. 3.4(a,b)]. By eliminating all wavelengths except for a band of variable spectral
width centered on a selected wavelength, one couples a controllable bandwidth to the cavity resonance. In our experiments, we confirm a resonant linewidth ranging from 0.1 nm to 1 nm. Note that
one can realize a linewidth that is even narrower than that of the bare cavity. The extent by which
we can reduce the linewidth is limited here by the spectral resolution of the wave packet synthesis
arrangement in Fig. 6.3(a) [84]. This arrangement can help extend the benefits of resonant field
build-up within the cavity to large spectra unconstrained by the cavity linewidth; examples include
exploiting broadband coherent perfect absorption in optical detection [52] or even in boosting the
photocurrent in solar cells [77].

Controlled spectral-hole bandwidth

As a second example of programmable omni-resonance, we demonstrate the complementary effect
to that shown in the previous example: the entire spectrum of the incident wave packet resonates
with the cavity except for a prescribed spectral hole [Fig. 3.4(b,c)]. With respect to the transmitted
spectrum, the cavity is a notch filter of controllable rejection bandwidth. Here, the spatio-temporal
spectrum of the ST wave packet corresponds to the omni-resonance condition in Eq. 3.2, except for
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the wavelengths that are to be rejected. These designated wavelengths are assigned to a spatial frequency that is rejected by the cavity. In Fig. 3.4(c,d) we produce rejected notch bandwidths ranging
from 0.1 nm to 1 nm, subject to the same limitations as those of the previous example. Such a configuration enables exploiting broadband omni-resonant field enhancement of a weak field in the
cavity while excluding an unwanted strong signal, which can be useful in optical communications
and optical filtering.

Arbitrary resonant spectral profiles

As a third example, we demonstrate arbitrary resonant spectral profiles coupled to the cavity by
eliminating specific wavelengths, each associated with a selectable notch-rejection bandwidth. Alternatively, one can view the profile as the result of selecting arbitrary wavelengths to be transmitted, each associated with a tunable resonant linewidth. Two examples of such spectra are provided
in Fig. 3.5(a,b). These two examples, along with those described above, indicate the versatility of
the programmable omni-resonance strategy.

Spatiotemporal characterization of programmable omni-resonant space-time wave packets

In the examples presented above, we focused on the spectral characteristics of the transmitted programmable omni-resonant ST wave packets. Here, we shift our attention to their spatio-temporal
profile. To capture time-resolved profiles of these wave packets, we make use of the interferometric configuration developed in Refs. [38, 71] and depicted in Fig. 6.3(a). We place the spatiotemporal synthesis arrangement in one arm of a two-path interferometer. The original Ti:sapphire
laser pulses (∼ 100-fs pulse width) are split between the synthesis arrangement and a reference
arm containing an optical delay τ . When the two wave packets (the reference pulse and the ST
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Figure 3.4: (a-b) Programmable omni-resonance producing a resonant line of controllable
linewidth. (a) Measured spatio-temporal spectra of the programmable omni-resonant field incident
on the planar FP cavity with progressively wider bandwidth. The dotted curve is the theoretical
spatio-temporal spectrum for an omni-resonant ST wave packet extending across the full system
bandwidth. (b) Measured spectrum of the ST wave packet transmitted through the cavity showing
a controllable-bandwidth resonant line from 0.1 nm to 1 nm. The dotted curve is the spectrum
of the input field (without spatio-temporal modulation). (c-d) Same as (a-b) where programmable
omni-resonance produces a spectral hole of controllable notch bandwidth in an omni-resonant
background.

wave packet) overlap in space and time, spatially resolved interference fringes are observed using a CCD camera (CCD1 ; ImagingSource, DMK 27BUP031) and an objective lens (Olympus
PLN ×20) [Fig. 6.3(a)]. By scanning the delay in 50-µm steps, we reconstruct the spatio-temporal
profile I(x, τ ) of the ST wave packet transmitted through the cavity (and thus resonating with it)
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Figure 3.5: Experimental realization of programmable omni-resonant spectra having arbitrary profiles. (a) Measured spatio-temporal spectra of the programmable omni-resonant field incident on
the planar FP cavity. Wavelength bands are selectively excluded from the resonating spectrum.
The dotted curve is the theoretical spatio-temporal spectrum for an omni-resonant ST wave packet
extending across the full system bandwidth. (b) Measured spectra transmitted through the cavity
for two configurations producing arbitrarily selected output spectral profiles. The dotted curve is
the spectrum of the input field (without spatio-temporal modulation).

from the visibility of the interference fringes. Blocking the reference arm, CCD1 captures the
time-averaged intensity profile I(x, y) at a fixed axial plane z.
With this interferometric configuration, we examine the impact of programmable omni-resonance
on the spatio-temporal profile of the ST wave packet. In Fig. 3.6(b) we show an omni-resonant
ST wave packet whose resonant bandwidth is tuned by tailoring the spatio-temporal spectrum as
shown in Fig. 3.6(a) using the approach developed here. When the full bandwidth resonates with
the cavity, the spatial width of the time-averaged beam intensity is ∆x ≈ 4.5 µm [Fig. 3.6(c)].
This spatial width is inversely related to the spatial spectrum ∆kx , ∆x ∼ π/∆kx , where ∆kx is also
related to the bandwidth ∆λ as shown in Fig. 3.6(a). Reducing the bandwidth ∆λ in turn reduces
the spatial bandwidth ∆kx , which consequently increases the spatial width ∆x [Fig. 3.6(c)].
The measured spatio-temporal profiles I(x, τ ) of the ST wave packets are plotted in Fig. 3.6(d).
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Figure 3.6: Spatio-temporal characterization of programmable omni-resonant ST wave packets.
(a) Measured spatio-temporal spectrum of the programmable omni-resonant ST wave packet. The
dashed curve is the spatio-temporal dispersion relationship of the cavity resonance. By displacing
the spatial frequency kx (λ) associated with any wavelength away from this dispersion curve, this
wavelength fails to resonate with the cavity. From left to right, we reduce the omni-resonance
bandwidth. (b) The measured cavity-transmitted spectrum compared to the spectrum of the ST
wave packet incident on the cavity. (c) The measured transverse spatial profile I(x, y) of the ST
wave packet after the FP cavity. Because we have manipulated the spatial frequencies kx along x
alone, the profile takes the form of a light sheet that is uniform along y. (d) The spatio-temporal
profile I(x, τ ) of the ST wave packet measured after the cavity showing a characteristic X-shaped
profile. The white curve along the horizontal axis in each panel is the temporal profile at the beam
center I(0, τ ), while the white curve along the vertical axis is the spatial profile at the pulse center
I(x, 0).
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We first note the X-shaped profile characteristic of ST wave packets in general [84–88]. When the
full spectrum resonates with the cavity (the omni-resonant configuration), we observe the smallest
pulse width ∼ 1.5 ps in the temporal profile at the beam center I(0, τ ) along with the smallest
transverse spatial beam width. As we controllably reduce the resonant spectrum, the pulse width
increases concomitantly with the spatial beam width.

Discussion

This work can be viewed as a further contribution to the emerging field of space-time optics and
photonics. Introducing tight spatio-temporal spectral correlations in the optical field [18, 21, 89]
leads to new optical behavior upon free propagation such as self-healing [90], controllable group
velocity [38,71,91–94], transverse OAM [95], ultrafast beam steering [96], axially accelerating and
decelerating wave packets [94], and a veiled space-time Talbot effect [97]. Moreover, ST wave
packets interact with photonic devices in novel ways, including anomalous refraction [98], new
hybrid guided ST modes in unpatterned thin films that can overcome the limitations imposed by
boundary conditions [99], propagation-invariant ST surface plasmon polaritons that are confined
in all dimensions [100], and boosting the infrared photocurrent in solar cells exploiting omniresonance [77]. The results reported here have the potential to add a new degree of freedom to
applications that can make use of omni-resonance by offering access to arbitrary resonant spectral
profiles.
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CHAPTER 4: OMNI-RESONANT IMAGING SYSTEM

Introduction

Light resonates with a planar Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity only in the vicinity of discrete wavelengths.
A host of benefits ensue from resonant field buildup in a cavity; e.g., enhancement of linear [48,
50, 51, 101] and nonlinear [79] absorption. However, such resonant enhancements are narrowband
phenomena harnessed only at the discrete resonances. To deliver such enhancements over broad
bandwidths, efforts have been dedicated to increasing the resonant linewidth without reducing the
cavity finesse. One example is so-called ‘white-light’ cavities [27, 102] that require introducing a
medium (e.g., atomic [28,83] or nonlinear [29] media) whose dispersion characteristics change the
resonant response. To date, introducing linear components into the cavity (e.g., grating pairs [32]
or chirped Bragg mirrors [31]) has not yielded the desired effect. Another approach makes use of
trapdoor strategies [103], but these are complex and typically require further optical sources for
their operation.
We have recently investigated an ‘omni-resonant’ configuration [24] in which broadband light resonates continuously with a planar Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity without modifying the cavity in any
way. Instead, by pre-conditioning an incident collimated field and introducing angular dispersion
matching that of one of the cavity resonances, this resonance becomes ‘achromatic’, and its bandwidth not only can exceed the resonant linewidth, but can even exceed the cavity free spectral range
(FSR) [24]. All wavelengths within a broad continuous spectrum couple to the cavity and resonate
with it, thus effectively decoupling the resonance linewidth from the cavity-photon lifetime. Resonantly enhanced linear and nonlinear optical effects can be consequently harnessed over a broad
bandwidth. Indeed, we have utilized omni-resonance to realize broadband resonant coherent perfect absorption [104,105]. Omni-resonance is not to be confused with omni-directional resonances
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in metal-dielectric-metal structures in which a wavelength resonates with the structure regardless
of its incident angle [106, 107].
A broad range of potential applications motivate extending the concept of omni-resonance to optical imaging configurations. First, omni-resonance can be exploited in transparent solar windows
in which only a particular spectral band is absorbed. Indeed, we have recently demonstrated a
doubling in the near-infrared external quantum efficiency in an ultra-thin amorphous silicon PIN
diode in a planar cavity [104]. Second, an omni-resonant cavity can toggle between broadband
passive imaging with incoherent light and active imaging with a narrowband laser [25]. Furthermore, resonantly nonlinear effects with an intense laser field [79] can be combined with broadband
low-intensity imaging. For example, ultrashort ‘space-time’ wave packets [20, 38] – a recently
developed class of propagation-invariant pulsed beams [108] – were realized in the omni-resonant
condition, so that their entire bandwidth [26] or selected segments of it [109] can resonate with the
cavity. It is thus crucial to determine the spatial resolution of omni-resonant imaging in order to
evaluate the limits of these applications.

Omni-resonant imaging concept

The general configuration we call ‘omni-resonant imaging’ is depicted schematically in Fig. 4.1(a).
The object is illuminated with broadband light, and the scattered field is pre-conditioned before
it traverses a planar FP cavity. The resonantly transmitted light is then post-conditioned (to invert the pre-conditioning), and an image is formed [24, 25]. In this omni-resonant imaging system [Fig. 4.1(a)], the entire spectrum is transmitted through the cavity, and a broadband image is
formed, in principle with the same bandwidth as the incident radiation. We pose here the following question: what is the spatial-resolution limit of the broadband image formed after imposing the
omni-resonant condition?
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To formulate the answer to this question, we consider the spectral transmission at a free-space
wavelength λ and external incident angle φ from free space with respect to the normal to the
cavity [1]: T (λ, φ) = 1/{1 + ( 2F
)2 sin2 Ψ}, where F is the cavity finesse, ψ is the round-trip
π
p
phase, ψ = 4πd
n2 − sin2 ϕ, d is the thickness of the cavity defect layer, n its refractive index,
λ
and we have neglected the reflection phases from the two cavity mirrors. The resonant wavelength
[Fig. 4.1(b)], which blue-shifts
at normal incidence φ = 0 for the mth -order resonance is λm = 2nd
m
√
(λ < λm ) when φ > 0 [Fig. 4.1(c)], reaching λmin = 2d
n2 − 1 when φ → 90◦ . Plotting the
m
FP cavity transmission T (λ, φ) in Fig. 4.1(d) reveals that the resonance is associated with angular
q
dispersion: at each incident angle φ, a particular wavelength λ is transmitted, λλm = 1 − n12 sin2 φ.
The finite cavity finesse relaxes the exact resonant condition, thereby permitting a narrow spectral
linewidth at each incident angle.
Note that the angular dispersion associated with any FP resonance is negative; that is, the required
incident angle drops with wavelength

dφ
dλ

< 0. Although gratings provide positive

incident light, changing the geometry can effectively deliver negative

dφ
dλ

dφ
dλ

for normally

[24, 67, 110]. More re-

cently, it has been shown that a metasurface or cascade of metasurfaces can control the sign of
dφ
dλ

[69, 111] (see also [112–114]). In all cases, however, the magnitude of

dφ
dλ

produced does not

exceed that yielded by a conventional grating – an obstacle that we tackle below.
As mentioned above, the cavity finesse produces a narrow spectral linewidth centered upon the
ideal resonant wavelength at any given incident angle. Alternatively, at each wavelength λ (between λmin and λm ) a narrow angular bandwidth δφ centered at an external incident angle φ can
q
resonantly transmit through the cavity, where sin φ = ±n 1 − ( λλm )2 . The angular bandwidth
δφ(λ) centered on φ(λ) is δφ(λ) = φ+ − φ− , where
s


 2
λ
sin φ± = n 1 − (1 ∓ η)
;
λm
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(4.1)

here η =

1
mπ

π
sin−1 ( 2F
) is a dimensionless parameter. For a FP cavity of a particular thickness d

and index n, and for the mth -order resonance, the spatial resolution δx(λ) is estimated as:

δx(λ) =

λ
;
sin φ+ − sin φ−

(4.2)

which we plot in Fig. 4.1(e). The spatial resolution δx(λ) is the size of the smallest discernible
feature along x at wavelength λ, which is associated with a particular incident angle φ(λ). Intriguingly, δx(λ) decreases with λ (the resolution improves at longer wavelengths), in contrast to
conventional diffraction-limited optical imaging systems in which δx(λ) increases with λ (the resolution deteriorates at longer wavelengths). This behavior is a consequence of the negative angular
dispersion associated with planar FP cavity resonances [Fig. 4.1(d)].

Omni-resonant Fabry-Perot cavity

We make use of two optical cavities in our experiments, each is deposited on a glass substrate
and consists of two symmetric Bragg mirrors sandwiching a silica defect layer of thickness d
[Fig. 4.2(a)]. The Bragg mirrors (deposited via ebeam evaporation) comprise bilayers of TiO2
(n = 2.28) and SiO2 (n = 1.49). For the first cavity (referred to hereon as ‘cav1’), each Bragg
mirror is formed of 5 bilayers and has a reflectivity of R = 0.82, corresponding to a finesse of ∼ 18,
and the defect-layer thickness is d ≈ 4.15 µm. The Bragg mirror for the second cavity (‘cav2’)
is formed of 8 bilayers, R = 0.98, a finesse of ∼ 90, and d = 2.2 µm. The measured resonance
linewidth for cav1 is 2.5 nm and for cav2 is 0.5 nm, both at a wavelength ∼ 610 nm.
We first acquire the angular-dispersion curve for the cavity resonant transmission T (λ, φ) using a collimated white-light source (Thorlabs QTH10). The transmitted light is collected by a
multi-mode fiber (300-µm core diameter) and delivered to a spectrometer (Jaz, Ocean Optics); see
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Figure 4.1: (a) Concept of omni-resonant imaging through a planar FP cavity. (b) At normal
incidence, the wavelength λm associated with the mth -order resonance is transmitted. At λm , a
narrow angular bandwidth centered on φ = 0◦ is transmitted. (c) At oblique incidence, a blueshifted wavelength λ < λm resonates with the cavity, and a narrow angular bandwidth centered on
φ > 0◦ is transmitted. (d) Plot of the intensity transmission T (λ, φ) for the mth -order resonance
for a planar FP cavity of finite finesse. Points along the angular dispersion curve corresponding
to the configurations in (b) and (c) are indicated. (e) Plot of the spatial resolution δx(λ) (Eq. 4.2)
obtained from the angular dispersion curve in (d). The top axis is the incident angle φ(λ) at the
exact resonance condition.

Fig. 4.2(b). Here, the input light is unpolarized and ,of course, the transmission values for S and P
polarizations will be different.The measurement results are plotted in Fig. 4.2(c) for cav1 and cav2
while rotating each cavity around its axis an angle φ in 1◦ -steps. The slope in the linear portion
of the angular-dispersion curve for the resonances indicated in Fig. 4.2(c) – identified by a small
white arrow – is −0.39◦ /nm for cav1, and −0.41◦ /nm for cav2. These angular-dispersion values
are critical for designing the omni-resonant imaging setup described next.
For omni-resonant imaging, we introduce into the incident field the same angular dispersion associated with the selected FP resonance. This process of angular-dispersion matching yields an
‘achromatic resonance’, whereby an extended incident spectrum resonates continuously with the
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Figure 4.2: (a) Structure of the FP cavities used (M: Bragg mirror). (b) Setup for measuring
T (λ, φ); all the wavelengths in the spectrum are incident on the cavity at the same angle. C: FP
cavity; MMF: multimode optical fiber; OSA: optical spectrum analyzer. (c) Measured T (λ, φ) for
cav1 and cav2. Only discrete resonant wavelengths are transmitted at any φ. Bottom panels are
the normal incident transmission spectra T (λ, 0◦ ), and δλ is the resonant linewidth. (d) Setup for
realizing the omni-resonant condition. Each wavelength is directed at a different angle, and the
cavity is rotated an angle ψ around its axis. G: Diffraction grating; L: lens. (e) Measured T (λ, ψ)
for cav1 and cav2 in the omni-resonant configuration. The bottom panels are the achromatic resonances emerging at ψ ≈ 52◦ for cav1 (corresponding to the dashed box in the upper panel), and at
ψ ≈ 45◦ for cav2. Normal-incidence resonances in the same spectral range are plotted for comparison.

cavity and is transmitted. To realize this omni-resonant configuration experimentally, the spectrum
of the collimated white-light source used in Fig. 4.2(a) is angularly resolved with a transmission
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grating with a line density of 1400 lines/mm (at an incident angle of 17◦ and 8◦ for cav1 and cav2,
respectively) before incidence on the FP cavity [Fig. 4.2(d)]. The angular dispersion produced by
the grating is almost linear with values

dφ
dλ

≈ −0.097 and −0.102◦ /nm, which are ≈ 4× smaller

than that of the FP resonances in Fig. 4.2(c). An imaging system comprising lenses L1 and L2
of focal lengths 100 mm and 25 mm [Fig. 4.2(d)], respectively, provides a 4× enhancement in
the magnitude of the angular dispersion as required for the omni-resonant condition. Now each
wavelength is incident on the cavity at a slightly different angle. Taking the optical axis to correspond to λ = 540 nm and rotating the cavity an angle ψ around this axis, we obtain the angular
dispersion curves in Fig. 4.2(e) for cav1 and cav2. At particular values of the rotation angle ψ, the
spectral transmission is flat; that is, a broadband continuous spectrum is transmitted rather than
discrete resonances. For cav1, the initial resonant transmission bandwidth of ∼ 2.5 nm is extended
to ∼ 100 nm, and for cav2 from ∼ 0.5 nm to ∼ 70 nm (the spectra here are limited by the acceptance
angles of the lenses L1 and L2 ).

Omni-resonance spatial resolution analysis

Making use of these measurements, we assess the wavelength-dependent spatial resolution δx(λ)
of omni-resonant imaging in cav1 and cav2 using as the object the 1951 USAF resolution test
chart [Fig. 4.3(a)]. Using a home-built monochromator that delivers a wavelength-tunable plane
wave with ≈ 1-nm spectral resolution across the visible spectrum, we illuminate the object, and the
transmitted light impinges on the cavity, which is rotated an angle φ(λ) at each wavelength λ as
determined by the omni-resonant condition as depicted in Fig. 4.2(c,e). An achromatic lens (focal
length f = 40 mm) images the object plane to a CCD camera (ImagingSource, DFK 33UX178)
with unity magnification (d1 = d2 = 80 mm), and the cavity is placed midway between the object
and the lens (the results are not sensitive to the positioning of the cavity between object and lens).
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic of the setup for determining the spatial resolution of omni-resonant
imaging. The inset at the bottom right helps identify the spatial resolution of the imaging system
in absence of the cavity. (b) Samples of the recorded images in presence of cav1 for chart lines
of different separation (identified on the top) at three angular settings for ϕ. The panels with
highlighted borders identify the spatial resolution limit at this angle φ(λ). (c) Measured (dots)
wavelength-dependent spatial resolution δx(λ) compared the theoretical prediction (solid curve).
(d,e) Same as (b,c) for cav2.

At normal incidence for both cavities, the resonant wavelength is ≈ 611 nm, and rotating the cavity
from 0◦ to ≈ 60◦ spans the spectrum down to ≈ 500 nm.
At each wavelength/angle setting of the source and cavity, we capture an image of the object
and determine the spatial resolution δx(λ). We estimate δx(λ) to be the separation between the
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lines when the value of the intensity recorded in the valley between them reaches half that of the
peak intensity of the lines themselves. We consider that the lines are not resolved beyond this
condition. Examples are shown for cav1 in Fig. 4.3(b), where we plot the portion of the test chart
corresponding to the resolution criterion at different cavity tilt angles (and thus different incident
wavelengths). For example, at φ = 0◦ for cav1 [Fig. 4.3(b)], features separated by 6.96 µm are
at the spatial-resolution threshold, whereas larger features are resolved. At φ = 20◦ , on the other
hand, 8.77-µm features are at the spatial-resolution limit; larger features (13.92 µm) are resolved
whereas smaller features (6.96 µm) are not.
Following this approach, we obtain the spatial resolution δx(λ) for cav1 and plot the results in
Fig. 4.3(c). The corresponding results for cav2 are plotted in Fig. 4.3(d,e). We note that δx(λ)
drops at longer wavelengths as predicted, in contrast to conventional diffraction-limited imaging
systems where the spatial resolution worsens at longer wavelengths. Furthermore, it is clear that
δx(λ) for the lower-finesse cav1 is superior to that of the higher-finesse cav2. The theoretical
curves are obtained from Eq. 4.2 after introducing an overall multiplicative factor as a fitting parameter. The measured δx(λ) is smaller than the theoretical predictions, which we attribute to the
fact that the cavity finesses are likely lower than expected theoretically based on the Bragg mirror
structure (because of limitations of manufacturing precision) and to the finite spectral uncertainty
of the illumination source (the monochromator).
In our work here, we have assumed that the spatial resolution limit of omni-resonant imaging is
set by the cavity, and that δx(λ) overrides the resolution limit of the imaging system with the
cavity removed. This assumption is verified in Fig. 4.3(b,d) where the images of the vertical and
horizontal lines are quite distinct. Because the grating spreads the wavelength along one axis, and
we rotate the cavity around the axis parallel to the grating, the omni-resonant imaging limit applies
only along that direction, corresponding to the vertical lines in Fig. 4.3(b,d). The spatial resolution
along the direction of the horizontal lines in Fig. 4.3(b,d) is determined by the optical system, and
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is estimated at δx ≈ 2.5 µ at λ = 500 nm [see also Fig. 4.3(a), inset].
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CHAPTER 5: HYBRID GUIDED SPACE-TIME OPTICAL MODES IN
UNPATTERNED FILMS

Introduction

A potential avenue to realize hybrid guided modes is to exploit diffraction-free beams [115–117].
However, all such beams fundamentally require two transverse dimensions for their realization
[118]. For example, an optical field conforming to a Bessel function in only one transverse dimension diffracts – in contradistinction to its two-dimensional counterpart. In fact, Berry proved that
there are no one-dimensional beams that resist diffraction; that is, propagation-invariant light sheets
do not exist – with the exception of the Airy beam whose peak traces a parabolic trajectory (i.e., a
bent light sheet) [119–122]. However, Berry’s formulation presumes a monochromatic field. Once
the monochromaticity constraint is lifted, diffraction-free pulsed beams (or wave packets) can be
constructed in the form of light sheets of arbitrary profile that travel in a straight line [18,123,124].
These wave packets are propagation-invariant by virtue of their spatio-temporal spectral structure
in which each spatial frequency is precisely associated with a single temporal frequency (or wavelength), and we thus refer to them as ‘space-time’ (ST) wave packets. Therefore, ST light sheets
are the unique family of optical fields that have the potential to produce hybrid guided modes in an
optical film or planar waveguide.
Early examples of ST wave packets include focus-wave modes [125–127], X-waves [85,128,129],
among other instances [19, 130–137] – all of which were studied with both transverse dimensions included [86–88, 138]. Previous theoretical studies have explored the confinement of ST
wave packets in multimode two-dimensional geometries including optical fibers [139] and waveguides [35–37]. Such wave packets are superpositions of waveguide modes, with each mode associ-
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ated with a prescribed wavelength to guarantee rigid wave-packet propagation. Thus, they require
carefully sculpted discrete spectra, which have not been realized to date.
We recently introduced a phase-only spatio-temporal spectral modulation scheme that produces
ST wave packets in the form of a light sheet in which the field is localized along one transverse
dimension only [20, 22]. The unprecedented control over the spatio-temporal structure achievable
via this strategy has enabled the observation of self-healing [90], arbitrary control over the group
velocity [38, 71], long-distance propagation [140, 141], Airy wave packets that travel in a straight
line [142], and even an extension to incoherent fields [72, 73] – thereby raising the prospect of
guidance in a planar unpatterned structure.

Concept of hybrid guided ST mode

Traditional waveguides confine light in both transverse dimensions x and y, as depicted in Fig. 5.1(a).
At any angular frequency ω, a guided mode is associated with a single axial wave number β. For
simplicity, consider a waveguide with cross section d×d, refractive index n, bounded by perfect mirrors, which leads to a modal dispersion relationship that takes the form n2 ( ωc )2 −β 2 = (ℓ2 +m2 )( πd )2 ;
where (ℓ, m) are the discrete integer-valued modal indices along (x, y) as illustrated in Fig. 5.1(b)
[1]. In effect, the boundary conditions eliminate the two transverse degrees of freedom from the
dispersion relationship, and the one-to-one relationship between ω and β thus implies the expected
self-similar axial propagation of a guided mode. More generally, the boundary conditions associated with any confinement mechanism dictate a continuous differentiable dispersion relationship
ω = fℓ,m (β), that determines the modal characteristics. As one consequence of this, although a
zero-dispersion condition can be realized for a guided mode at a prescribed wavelength (typically
by careful design of the waveguide dimensions [143, 144]), such a condition cannot be extended
continuously over a broad bandwidth. Crucially, the modal characteristics cannot be modified post48

Figure 5.1: Concept of hybrid guided ST modes. (a) Guided modes in a waveguide. A traditional
optical beam is coupled into the waveguide via a spherical lens to maximize the overlap with a
confined mode. (b) The dispersion relationship for a guided mode takes the form of a one-to-one
mapping between the axial wave number β and the frequency ω. (c) A traditional optical beam
is coupled via a spherical lens into a film. The field is confined along y, but diffracts along the
unbounded direction x. (d) The dispersion relationship for each mode corresponds to an extended
region in the (β, ωc )-plane due to unbounded propagation along x. The field does not propagate
self-similarly along the film. The dashed curve represents the limit kx = 0 for a planar waveguide
extended mode. (e) A ST wave packet confined along x and extended along y is coupled via
a cylindrical lens into a film. In addition to the confinement along y by the film, the field is
confined along x via its intrinsic spatio-temporal structure. (f) The dispersion relationship for
hybrid guided ST modes regains the one-to-one form as in (b), but its specific functional form
can be tailored independently of the boundary conditions. The inset (top left corner) shows the
intensity distribution of the modes and highlights the confinement mechanisms along transverse
dimensions x and y in the three waveguiding configurations. The finite-width excitation in the
planar waveguide in (c) is not a mode.
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fabrication except through thermal tuning [145, 146] current injection in semiconductors [147], or
via a nonlinear optical effect mediated by another optical field [148]. We show below that these
constraints are lifted when utilizing hybrid guided ST modes.
A field focused instead into a thin film that provides confinement along only y will diffract freely
along the unrestricted dimension x [Fig. 5.1(c)]. For film thickness d, refractive index n, and
perfectly reflecting surfaces, the dispersion relationship for the discrete set of modes indexed by a
single integer m is n2 ( ωc )2 −β 2 = m2 ( πd )2 +kx2 , where kx is the component of the wave vector along
x (referred to subsequently as the spatial frequency). Here the boundary conditions eliminate one
transverse degree of freedom from the dispersion relationship. The projected spectral representation onto the (β, ωc )-plane is an extended domain bounded by the limit kx = 0, which corresponds
to the planar waveguide extended modes [Fig. 5.1(d)]. A one-to-one relationship between β and
ω is no longer enforced – in contrast to the guided modes depicted in Fig. 5.1(b), indicating that
propagation along the film is not self-similar for any localized input excitation.
Hybrid guided ST modes rely on first synthesizing a propagation-invariant wave packet in the
form of a pulsed light-sheet that is extended along y but non-diffracting along x [21]. Focusing
such a field along its extended dimension via a cylindrical lens allows matching it to a y-guided
mode in the film while retaining the non-diffracting behavior along x [Fig. 5.1(e)]. This configuration marks a return to a one-to-one dispersion relationship in the (β, ωc )-plane for each mode
[Fig. 5.1(f)]. The boundary conditions of the film eliminate one transverse degree of freedom,
and the intrinsic spatio-temporal structure of the ST wave packets embeds the requisite additional
constraint. Such a hybrid mode is indexed by (θ, m): a continuous real parameter θ referred to as
the spectral tilt angle [21, 22] characterizing the intrinsic field structure along x and an integer m
for the y-guided modal index. Novel and useful features emerge immediately for hybrid guided ST
modes, most conspicuously is that the dispersion relationship can be tailored independently of the
boundary conditions of the film. For example, a purely linear dispersion relationship can be real50

Figure 5.2: (a) Representation of the spatio-temporal spectrum of a ST wave packet on the freespace light-cone. The spectrum lies along the intersection of the light-cone with a spectral plane
tilted by an angle θ1 with respect to the kz -axis. (b) Representation of the spatio-temporal spectrum of a hybrid guided ST mode in a planar film bounded by perfectly reflecting surfaces. The
spectrum lies along the intersection of the light-cone associated with the mth -order mode (in a film
of refractive index n and thickness d) and a spectral plane tilted by an angle θ2 with respect to the
β-axis. If the wave packet in (a) is to be coupled into the hybrid guided mode, the projection onto
the (kx , ωc )-plane is unchanged, and θ1 and θ2 are related through Eq. 5.2.

ized (zero group velocity dispersion), and a desired group index can be realized by tuning θ without
changing the modal order m. Uniquely, these characteristics can be realized over the full operating bandwidth of the system rather than at discrete wavelengths by sculpting the spatio-temporal
spectrum of the input field, as we proceed to show.

ST wave packets in free space

To elucidate the underlying structure of the proposed hybrid guided ST modes, we first consider
the propagation of their free-space counterparts. In unbounded space, the dispersion relationship
kx2 + ky2 + kz2 = ( ωc )2 is satisfied by any monochromatic plane wave; here kx , ky , and kz are the
components of the wave vector along the Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z, respectively. If we
take the field to be uniform along y (ky = 0), the dispersion relationship is restricted to kx2 + kz2 =
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( ωc )2 , which corresponds geometrically to the surface of a ‘light-cone’ [Fig. 5.2(a)]. Creating
a propagation-invariant ST wave packet in the form of a light sheet requires confining its spatiotemporal spectrum to the conic section resulting from the intersection of the light-cone with a tilted
spectral plane [20,22] described by the equation ωc = ko + (kz − ko ) tan θ1 [Fig. 5.2(a)]; where ko is
a fixed wave number corresponding to ωo . This plane is parallel to the kx -axis and makes an angle
θ1 (the spectral tilt angle) with respect to the kz -axis [21]. Hereon, we use the subscripts ‘1’ and
‘2’ to indicate quantities (such as the spectral tilt angle, group velocity, and group index) for ST
wave packets in free space and hybrid guided ST modes, respectively. We also make use of kz and
β to denote the axial wave number in free space and in the planar film, respectively.
Uniquely, the spectral projection onto the (kz , ωc )-plane is a straight line, such that the group velocity along the z-axis is ve1 =

∂ω
∂kz

= c tan θ1 and the group index is n
e1 = cot θ1 [38]. The group

index is thus determined solely by θ1 , which can be readily tuned when synthesizing the ST wave
packet [22, 38]. When 0◦ < θ1 < 45◦ the wave packet is subluminal (e
v1 < c and n
e1 > 1) and the
spectral locus is an ellipse; and when θ1 > 45◦ the wave packet is superluminal (e
v1 > c and n
e1 < 1)
and the spectral locus is a hyperbola (a parabola at θ1 = 135◦ ) [21]. Furthermore, control over
the group velocity ve1 can be exercised, in principle, independently of the refractive index of the
medium [71, 98].

Theory of hybrid guided ST modes

For simplicity, we consider the above-described planar waveguide modes whose dispersion rela2
tionship for the mth -mode in a film with perfectly reflecting surfaces is ky,m
+ kx2 = n2 ( ωc )2 − β 2 ,

which corresponds geometrically to the surface of a modified light-cone [Fig. 5.2(b)]. Indexguiding or other confinement mechanisms result in a differently shaped light-cone, which reflects
the impact of different boundary conditions. Rather than a one-to-one relationship between β
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and ω for fields whose distribution along y conforms to a planar-waveguide extended mode, as in
Fig. 5.1(b), the projection here takes the form of an extended domain [Fig. 5.1(d) and Fig. 5.2(b)].
Consequently, these localized input excitation do not propagate self-similarly.
Hybrid guided ST modes regain the one-to-one correspondence between β and ω characteristic
of traditional waveguiding by incorporating an additional constraint enforcing a one-to-one relationship between the spatial frequencies kx and the temporal frequencies ω; that is kx = kx (ω; θ2 ),
where θ2 is a continuous real parameter. Our spatio-temporal synthesis strategy [20, 22] allows for
arbitrary relationships kx (ω; θ2 ) to be readily encoded with high precision into the field’s spatiotemporal spectrum. Establishing a hybrid guided ST mode therefore requires designing the functional form of kx (ω; θ2 ) that upon substitution into the dispersion relationship of the mode reduces
it to a linear form,
ω
c

= ko + (β − nko ) tan θ2 .

(5.1)

This strategy is equivalent to restricting the spatio-temporal spectral support of the field to the
intersection of the modified light-cone with a tilted spectral plane defined by Eq. 5.1, where ko
is the wave number corresponding to ωo on the modified light-cone, which differs slightly with
respect to its free-space value. The group index n
e2 = cot θ2 of the wave packet can be tuned
by tilting this spectral plane, independently of the film thickness or refractive index. Because
the projection onto the (β, ωc )-plane is now a line rather than a curved trajectory, group velocity
dispersion is eliminated over the full bandwidth.
Our approach requires first synthesizing a ST wave packet in free space in the form of a light
sheet and then coupling it into the planar film. Refraction from free space to the film results in a
change in the spectral tilt angle from θ1 to θ2 [98]. Conservation of transverse momentum along
x and conservation of energy lead to the invariance of kx and ω across the planar interface of the
film, and thus also the invariance of the spectral projection onto the (kx , ωc )-plane. This results in
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a particularly simple expression for the refraction of ST wave packets between two materials of
refractive indices n1 and n2 in terms of the group indices n
e1 = c/e
v1 = cot θ1 and n
e2 = c/e
v2 = cot θ2 ,
whereupon n1 (n1 − n
e1 ) = n2 (n2 − n
e2 ) [98]. The transition from a light sheet in free space to a
y-confined mode requires a modification of this relationship to accommodate the non-zero value
of ky,m in the film. The new law of refraction takes the form

n1 (e
n1 − n1 ) = n2 ((1 − η)e
n2 − n2 ) ,

(5.2)

)2 (Methods). In our work, n1 = 1 because the ST wave packet is synthesized in
where η = 21 ( nky,m
2 ko
free space, and n2 = n is the refractive index of the film. This relationship allows us to select the
spectral tilt angle θ1 for the ST light sheet in free space that produces a hybrid guided ST mode
with the desired θ2 independently of the film parameters.
Finally, we have assumed so far the idealized form of each spatial frequency kx related to exactly
a single frequency ω. Such a delta-function correlation results in infinite-energy wave packets that
propagate indefinitely without change [149]. In any finite system, this delta-function correlation is
relaxed to a narrow but finite-width function, and thus finite-energy wave packets that propagate
for large, albeit finite distances. This inevitable ‘fuzziness’ in the association between spatial and
temporal frequencies is referred to as the spectral uncertainty δω, which is typically much smaller
than the full bandwidth ∆ω; that is, δω ≪ ∆ω. This spectral uncertainty determines the ST wave
packet propagation distance L defined as the distance after which the an axis intensity has dropped
c
1
to 50% of its initial value, and is given by L ∼ δω
[84, 89]. The relationship was confirmed
|1−cot θ|

experimentally in Ref. [84]. This maximum distance also determines the length the wave packet
propagates before the onset of deformation in its temporal profile. Furthermore, the dependence of
the spatial width of the ST wave packet on the spectral uncertainty was studied in Ref. [89], where
it was confirmed that increasing the spectral uncertainty helps decrease the total spatial width of
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Figure 5.3: (a) Setup for synthesis and characterization of ST wave packets, and launching hybrid
guided ST modes into a film. G: Diffraction grating; L: lens; SF: spatial filter; SLM: spatial light
modulator; Obj: objective lens; WG: unpatterned planar waveguide or film. Right inset is the
phase imparted by the SLM for θ1 = 40◦ , and left inset is the corresponding measured spatiotemporal spectrum captured by CCD2 . (b) Axial evolution of the time-averaged intensity I(x, z)
of the propagation-invariant ST wave packet (the lens L5 , the planar waveguide, and objective
lens are removed). The transverse intensity distributions in the (x, y)-plane are shown at selected
axial positions, emphasizing the propagation invariance. The white line is the Rayleigh range
zR ≈ 0.25 mm for a traditional beam having a spatial width ∆x = 16 µm. (c) Axial evolution of the
time-averaged intensity I(x, z) of ST wave packet after placing a cylindrical lens (L5 , focal length
25 mm) that focuses the field along y. The transverse intensity distributions in the (x, y)-plane
are shown at selected axial positions; the field first contracts along y at the focal plane and then
diverges. The plots on the right in (b) and (c) correspond to I(x, 0).

the field and concentrates the optical energy around the axis.

Synthesis and characterization of ST wave packets

The ST wave packets are synthesized using femtosecond laser pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser directed into the folded pulse-shaping setup depicted in Fig. 6.3(a) [22] (Methods). A diffraction
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grating disperses the pulse spectrum spatially and a cylindrical lens maps the wavelengths to positions along a spatial light modulator (SLM) that imparts to each wavelength a linear phase distribution along the direction orthogonal to that of the spread spectrum to assign a particular kx to each
wavelength. The phase distribution imparted to the spectrally resolved wave front [Fig. 6.3(a), right
inset] introduces into the field the requisite spatio-temporal spectral structure to realize a spectral
tilt angle θ1 . The retro-reflected wave front from the SLM is reconstituted into a pulsed beam at
the grating. The temporal bandwidth ∆λ throughout is ≈ 1.3 nm (799.8 − 801.1 nm). The spatial
width of the ST wave packet is ∆x = π/∆kx , where ∆kx is the spatial bandwidth. The spectral
uncertainty δλ (in units of wavelengths) is determined predominantly by the spatial width of the
diffraction grating G, which determines the achievable spectral resolution. In our experiment, we
expect δλ ∼ 20 pm. We select a range of values of the spectral tilt angle θ1 that guarantees a
minimum propagation distance of 25 mm, which is the length of the waveguide [84, 89]. Further
propagation distances can be achieved by using larger-width gratings.
To confirm that the targeted spatio-temporal spectrum is realized, we resolve the spatial spectrum
of the wave front retro-reflected from the SLM, which is captured by a CCD camera (CCD2 ). This
measurement reveals the conic section relating the spatial and temporal frequencies [Fig. 6.3(a),
left inset]. The field is characterized in physical space by scanning a CCD camera (CCD1 ) along z
RR
to obtain the time-averaged intensity I(x, z) = dydt I(x, y, z; t), an example of which is plotted
in Fig. 6.3(b) corresponding to θ1 = 40◦ . The diffraction-free behavior along z is clear.

Launching of hybrid guided ST modes

The synthesized ST wave packets are in the form of y-polarized (TM-polarized) light sheets that
are uniform along y and structured along x. To launch these light sheets into a film, we focus the
field with a cylindrical lens (L5 ) along y, and the axial evolution of the intensity I(x, z) shows that
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Figure 5.4: Observation of hybrid guided ST modes. The planar waveguide consists of a 2-µmthick layer of SiO2 on a MgF2 substrate. (a-c) Propagation of a traditional Gaussian wave packet
with separable spatial and temporal degrees of freedom in the film. (a) Intensity at the input and (b)
at the output of the film. (c) One-dimensional distribution through the center of (a) and (b). Inset
shows the plot on a wider horizontal scale. (d-f) Same as (a-c) for an ST wave packet at the input
(θ1 = 40◦ ) having the same width as the Gaussian wave packet in (a). In contrast to the traditional
Gaussian wave packet, here the input and output intensity profiles are almost identical.

the propagation invariance displayed by the unfocused wave packet [Fig. 6.3(b)] is retained after
focusing [Fig. 6.3(c)] – except for the abrupt increase at the axial plane corresponding to the lens
focus. The field converges along y to reach a minimal width at this plane, and then subsequently
diverges along y, all the while maintaining the same field distribution along x. That is, focusing
does not adversely impact the diffraction-free behavior along x. The input facet of the film is
placed at the focal plane of the lens L5 .
The films used in our experiments consist of a layer of SiO2 (n ≈ 1.46 at λ = 800 nm) of thicknesses
2 µm and 5 µm deposited via e-beam evaporation onto a MgF2 substrate (MSE Supplies; n ≈ 1.38
at λ = 800 nm) of area 25 × 25 mm2 . The film confines the field along y via index-guiding with
respect to air cover and the MgF2 substrate, whereas ST guidance maintains the field distribution
invariant along x. In addition, we make use of 100-µm-thick glass microscope slides (Thorlabs
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Figure 5.5: Hybrid ST modes in films of thickness (a) 100 µm (microscope slide), (b) 5 µm (SiO2
on MgF2 ), and (c) 2 µm (SiO2 on MgF2 ). The three cases correspond to θ1 = 44◦ , ∆x ≈ 25 µm.
The white curves are integrated over y, and are almost identical in the three cases.

CG00C2) of area 22 × 22 mm2 . After coupling the field into the film, the output field is imaged
through an objective lens to CCD1 . Once the field is coupled into the waveguide, changing the
spectral tilt angle θ1 requires only sculpting the phase implemented by the SLM with no moving
parts or significant alignment changes required.

Observation of hybrid guided ST modes

To establish the propagation-invariance of hybrid guided ST modes in a film, we compare their
propagation to a traditional Gaussian wave packet along the film whose spatial and temporal degrees of freedom are separable. We plot the intensity at the entrance and exit of the 2-µm-thick, 25mm-long film for a traditional Gaussian wave packet [Fig. 5.4(a-c)] having ∆x ≈ 16 µm (Rayleigh
range of ∼ 0.25 mm), and for a ST wave packet of equal transverse width [Fig. 5.4(d-f)] corresponding to θ1 = 40◦ and ∆kx ≈ 0.2 rad/µm. The hybrid guided ST mode profile remains
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unchanged, whereas diffractive spreading broadens the field along x for the Gaussian wave packet.
Comparison between the input and output intensity distributions in these two cases is facilitated by
examining one-dimensional sections along x for the Gaussian wave packet [Fig. 5.4(c)] and hybrid
guided ST mode [Fig. 5.4(f)]. The output intensity for the Gaussian wave packet is almost flat over
the relevant transverse scale (the width at the output has extended to ∼ 1.6 mm; see Fig. 5.4(c)
inset). These measurements establish that the hybrid guided ST mode is bound in both dimensions
in the planar waveguide for propagation distances extending to at least 25 mm.
As mentioned earlier, a key feature of hybrid guided ST modes is that their characteristics can be
tuned independently in the two transverse dimensions. We show a first example of this versatility
by coupling ST wave packets into planar waveguides of thicknesses 100 µm [Fig. 5.5(a)], 5 µm
[Fig. 5.5(b)], and 2 µm [Fig. 5.5(c)]. The free-space ST wave packet coupled into the films has
a spectral tilt angle of θ1 = 44◦ and a spatial bandwidth ∆kx = 0.12 rad/µm, corresponding to a
transverse width of ∆x = 25 µm. Despite the wide variation of film thickness d in these three
cases, measurements at the output show that the same width of the guided mode is nevertheless
maintained along x, whereas the modal structure along y is dictated by the film thickness d.

Tuning the group index of a hybrid guided ST mode

We next proceed to verify a salient characteristic of the hybrid guided ST mode, namely, that the
group index n
e2 , can be tuned independently of the boundary conditions of the film by tailoring
the intrinsic spatio-temporal spectral structure of the field. To demonstrate this, ST wave packets
are coupled into a 2-µm-thick film while varying θ1 by changing the SLM phase distribution.
Because the spatial and temporal bandwidths are related by a factor that depends on the spectral
tilt angle [84], fixing ∆λ here while varying θ1 results in a concomitant change in ∆kx (and hence
in transverse width ∆x). Maintaining ∆x while varying θ1 requires changing ∆λ. In Fig. 5.6 we
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Figure 5.6: Varying the group index of hybrid guided ST modes in a 2-µm-thick film. (a) The
measured spatio-temporal spectral intensity in the (kx , λ)-plane, the intensity I(x, y) at the input
to the film and at the output for a spectral tilt angle of θ1 = 35◦ , (b) θ1 = 40◦ , (c) θ1 = 44.5◦ , (d)
θ1 = 45◦ , (e) θ1 = 45.5◦ , (f) θ1 = 50◦ , (g) θ1 = 55◦ . The dashed curves are theoretical expectations.
In each case, a prescribed structure is imposed on the spatio-temporal spectrum by the SLM to
realize the targeted value of θ1 and thus θ2 (based on Eq. 5.2). The fundamental TM mode is
excited along y.

plot measurements of the spatio-temporal spectral intensity and the intensity distributions at the
input and output of the film for θ1 = 35◦ , 40◦ , 44.5◦ , 45◦ (plane-wave pulse), 45.5◦ , 50◦ , and 55◦ ;
corresponding to spectral tilt angles in the film of θ2 = 29.5◦ , 32.0◦ , 34.0◦ , 34.2◦ , 34.4◦ , 36.3◦
and 38.4◦ , respectively. In all cases, the output distribution along x after the 25-mm-long film is
almost identical to the input. The minimum spatial width along x is ∆x ≈ 10 µm at θ1 = 35◦ . At
θ1 = 45◦ (θ2 = 34.2◦ and ∆kx = 0), light is coupled into a traditional planar waveguide extended
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mode whose group index ng = 1.47 is determined solely by the boundary conditions in the film.
The first three modes are subluminal; that is, ve2 < c/ng and n
e2 > ng , where n
e2 is the group index
of the hybrid guided ST mode obtained via Eq. 5.2. The last three modes are superluminal with
ve2 > c/ng and n
e2 < ng . The transition from subluminal to superluminal modes is associated with
a switch in the sign of the curvature of the conic section representing the spatio-temporal spectral
intensity.
The tunability of the group index n
e2 of the hybrid guided ST mode can be appreciated when
compared to the planar waveguide extended modes (associated with plane-wave input ∆kx = 0).
The dispersion relationships for the lowest-order index-guided TM modes in the film are plotted
in Fig. 5.7(a), which are determined solely by the boundary conditions. In the spectral range of
interest, the fundamental TM mode has a group index of ng = 1.47, whereas the index for SiO2
is n = 1.46, indicating the usual ‘slowing’ of a pulse in an index-guided structure. In Fig. 5.7(b)
we plot the projection of the spatio-temporal spectrum for the hybrid guided ST modes onto the
(β, λ)-plane for the 7 realizations in Fig. 5.6 (Methods). Note that the dispersion relationship is in
each case a straight line (zero group velocity dispersion across the banwidth utilized) that makes
a spectral tilt angle θ2 with respect to the β-axis. Although we make use of the fundamental TM
mode for the index-guided film over our operating spectral window in all cases, the group index
can nevertheless be tuned by varying the spectral tilt angle. Measurements reveal n
e2 in the range
from ≈ 1.26 (superluminal, n
e2 < 1.47, ve2 > c/1.47) to ≈ 1.77 (subluminal, n
e2 > 1.47, ve2 < c/1.47).
In other words, hybrid guided ST modes can be made to travel along the film faster or slower than
the extended modes of the planar waveguide sharing the same modal index m.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Calculated dispersion relationships for the index-guided planar-waveguide extended
modes m = 0 and m = 1 in a 2-µm-thick silica film. The highlighted rectangle corresponds to the
operational range of our experiment; ωo corresponds to a wavelength of ≈ 800 nm. (b) Measured
dispersion relationships for the hybrid guided ST modes shown in Fig. 5.6, along with that for the
associated planar mode m = 0 (dashed). For clarity, the 3 subluminal cases are plotted in the left
panel and the 3 superluminal cases are plotted separately in the right panel. The planar waveguide
extended mode (∆kx = 0, corresponding to θ2 = 34.2◦ ) is represented by the dashed light-line. (c)
Group indices n
e2 of the hybrid guided ST modes in (b).

Propagation losses of hybrid guided ST modes

Imaging the planar waveguide top surface did not reveal any out-scattered light from the hybrid
guided ST mode, except at the input facet, indicating that the main source of loss is due to the
coupling efficiency into the film. Measurements revealed a transmission of ≈ 32 − 34% into the
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2-µm-thick film for spectral tilt angles θ1 in the range 35 − 55◦ for the free-space ST light sheets
(Methods). Calculated coupling efficiencies into the planar waveguide based on the measured
input field structure predict values of 38 − 42% for the fundamental TM mode. After correcting
for Fresnel reflection at the interfaces, an unaccounted loss of 5 − 10% was left that we attribute
to absorption and scattering in the film. This leads to an upper limit on the transmission losses of
0.1 − 0.2 dB/cm along the film, which is very low compared to traditionally inscribed or etched
waveguides where substantially higher losses result from wall roughness.

Discussion

In this chapter, we have focused on tuning the group index of a field occupying a single mode along
y. The question remains regarding the impact of a multimode field structure along y: can such a
field be made propagation-invariant using the strategy developed here? Of course, each mode can
be synthesized separately, but this requires prohibitively large experimental resources. Using a
single SLM-based system such as that in Fig. 6.3a can ensure that only one such mode is strictly
propagation invariant. However, such a field is characterized by each spatial frequency kx being
associated with a single wavelength. Other modes along y will retain this characteristic, although
their spectral projection along the (kz , ωc )-plane will not be a straight line. Therefore, these modes
will undergo dispersive broadening. Nevertheless, their time-averaged spatial intensity profiles (as
observed by a CCD camera, for instance) remain diffraction free and localized in space. Alternatively, multiple y-modes can be excited with the exact spatio-temporal spectral structure using
a single-SLM system by assigning each mode to a different spectral channel by segmenting the
SLM active area and imprinting a judicious phase distribution in each, as demonstrated recently in
Ref. [150].
Future work will be directed to the measurement of the group delays incurred by hybrid guided
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ST modes traversing the film. Another exciting prospect is the study of the ST wave packets
with negative group velocities [38, 84, 151] propagating along a waveguide. Furthermore, we
have recently synthesized multiple co-propagating ST wave packets in the same spatial channel
while occupying the same or different spectral channels with independently addressable group
velocities [150]. Combined with the demonstration reported here, these results lay the foundation
for constructing on-chip optical delay lines based on confined ST wave packets, which may lead
to the realization of all-optical buffers that have remained elusive to date. Because of the extended
nature of the planar waveguide along x, one may also study hybrid guided ST modes that propagate
at tilted angles with respect to the z-axis. Furthermore, it will be useful to estimate the maximum
number of accessible orthogonal equal-group-index modes that can be excited for a fixed mode
index along the y-axis.
Coupling such sophisticated field configurations into a thin film with tight confinement suggests
striking opportunities in nonlinear optics and light-matter interactions. Unique phase-matching
scenarios can be envisioned by controlling the group index and dispersion profile independently
of the wavelength, the planar waveguide thickness, or refractive index. Finally, the successful
confinement of one-dimensional ST wave packets to a thin-film waveguide suggests an intriguing
prospect: surface ST modes; e.g., surface plasmon polaritons whose transverse confinement results from endowing the field with the appropriate spatio-temporal spectral correlations, leading to
propagation-invariant plasmonic excitations that are localized in all dimensions.
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CHAPTER 6: PROPAGATION-INVARIANT SPACE-TIME
SUPERMODES IN A MULTIMODE WAVEGUIDE

Introduction

Recent interest in multimode fibers has been driven by an anticipated data crunch in which the everincreasing demand for high-bandwidth communication services may be thwarted by the limited
capacity of single-mode fibers [152, 153]. Consequently, significant efforts have hitherto been
directed to developing strategies for increasing data transmission rates via multimode fibers [154–
159]. However, a multimode field in a fiber or waveguide does not maintain its transverse spatial
profile as it propagates. Indeed, when pulsed light is focused into a highly multimode waveguide,
the field energy is typically distributed among a multiplicity of modes, resulting in the emergence
of a random speckle pattern whose transverse spatial intensity profile undergoes erratic changes
with propagation along the waveguide.
A different approach to achieving propagation invariance in a pulsed multimode waveguide field
was suggested in [35–37] that makes use of so-called X-waves. In free space, X-waves are superluminal propagation-invariant pulsed beams [85–88, 128]. By exciting a spatio-temporal field
structure at the waveguide entrance that corresponds to a spectrally discretized X-wave, a pulsed
supermode propagates invariantly along the waveguide [35–37]. However, synthesizing X-waves
requires ultrabroadband sources [130,160], the observed deviation in their group velocity from that
of a conventional wave packet is extremely small in the paraxial regime [161–163], and coupling
them to a waveguide poses substantial experimental difficulties. As such, X-wave supermodes in
multimode waveguides have to date remained theoretical entities. Additionally, the propagation
of so-called focused-wave modes (FWMs) [125] in single-mode fibers has been examined the-
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oretically [139, 164]. However, the synthesis of FWMs in the optical domain suffers the same
challenges as do X-waves [108].
The intrinsic challenges involved in synthesizing X-waves have been recently resolved by the devleopment of so-called ‘space-time’ (ST) wave packets [18, 19, 22, 108]: propagation-invariant
[20, 134–136, 165, 166], narrowband, paraxial pulsed beams whose group velocity can be tuned in
free space [38,134,136,167] or transparent dielectrics [71]. A host of novel phenomena have been
recently demonstrated using ST wave packets including anomalous refraction [168,169], ST Talbot
effects [170] and dispersion-free propagation in dispersive media [171–178], to name a few [108].
The versatility of this new class of propagation-invariant pulsed beams suggests their suitability
as a platform for synthesizing propagation-invariant supermodes in multimode waveguides. Indeed, discretizing the spectrum of a ST wave packet may yield propagation-invariant pulsed fields
in highly multimoded waveguides. We denote such field configurations ‘ST supermodes’. Recent theoretical studies have been directed along these lines, including investigations of linear and
nonlinear generation of ST supermodes in planar multimode waveguides [179] and in multimode
fibers [180], and the prediction of so-called helicon wave packets that incorporate orbital angular
momentum into the ST supermode [181].

Theory of guided space-time supermodes

Free ST wave packets

We start by briefly describing freely propagating ST wave packets, which can be visualized in
terms of their spectral support domain on the surface of the light-cone. In a medium of refractive
index n, the light-cone corresponds to the dispersion relationship kx2 + β 2 = n2 ( ωc )2 [Fig. 6.1(a)],
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, ω is the temporal frequency, and kx and β are the transverse
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Figure 6.1: ST supermodes in a multimode waveguide. (a) Representation in (kx , β, ωc )-space
of the spectral support domain on the surface of the light-cone of a freely propagating ST wave
packet in a medium of refractive index n. The spectral support is the conic section (red curve)
at the intersection of the light-cone with a tilted spectral plane. The spectral projection onto the
(kx , ωc )-plane is shown, and the spatial and temporal bandwidths ∆kx and ∆ω, respectively, are
identified. (b) The spectral projection for the ST wave packet from (a) onto the (β, ωc )-plane is
a straight line making an angle θ with the β-axis. The insetR shows the X-shaped spatio-temporal
intensity profile I(x; t) and time-averaged intensity I(x) = dtI(x; t) at z = 0 [Fig. 6.2(a,b)]. (c)
The spectral support for index-guided modes in a multimode planar waveguide of refractive index
n and thickness d surrounded by free space. (d) The spectral projection onto the (β, ωc )-plane for
a multimode field of temporal bandwidth ∆ω; the energy is distributed among a multiplicity of
waveguide modes. (e) The spectrally discretized support for an ST supermode associated with the
same multimode waveguide from (c,d). (f) The spectral projection onto the (β, ωc )-plane for a ST
supermode is the set of points at the intersection of the spectral plane from (a,b) with the modal
lines from (c,d). The full bandwidth is ∆ω, and each mode is assigned a particularly frequency
and is associated with a narrow spectral uncertainty δω ≪ ∆ω.

and longitudinal components of the wave vector along the transverse and axial coordinates x and
z, respectively [21, 23, 108]; we restrict ourselves in this proof-of-principle experiment to a single
transverse coordinate for simplicity. This formulation is suitable for ST supermodes in a planar
waveguide, and we discuss below the prospects for producing ST supermodes in conventional
waveguides where the field is confined in both transverse coordinates. Of course, when retaining
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both transverse dimensions, the dispersion relationship for plane waves kx2 + ky2 + kz2 = ( ωc )2 (in
absence of chromatic dispersion) is represented by a hypercone rather than a cone.
The spectral support domain for a ST wave packet on the light-cone surface is a one-dimensional
(1D) trajectory – namely, the conic section at the intersection of the light-cone with a spectral plane
β = nko + Ω/e
v , where ωo is a fixed temporal frequency, ko = ωo /c the associated wave number,
Ω = ω − ωo , and ve is its group velocity [20, 38]; see Fig. 6.1(a,b). This spectral plane is parallel to
the kx -axis, and makes an angle θ (the spectral tilt angle) with the kz -axis, where ve = c tan θ = c/e
n,
and n
e = cot θ is the group index. Each frequency ω is thus associated with a single spatial frequency
±kx . The ST wave packet travels rigidly in the medium at a group velocity ve that can in principle
take on arbitrary values: subluminal ve < c/n (ωo is the maximum frequency in the spectrum) or
superluminal ve > c/n (ωo is the minimum frequency) [71,168]. The ST wave packet has spatial and
temporal bandwidths ∆kx and ∆ω, respectively [Fig. 6.1(a)], and typically has a spatio-temporal
profile I(x; t) at every axial plane that is X-shaped with a transverse width ∆x ∼ (∆kx )−1 at the
pulse center t = 0, and a pulse of width ∆T ∼ (∆ω)−1 at the beam center x = 0 [Fig. 6.1(b), inset].
Other spatio-temporal profiles can be synthesized by modulating the spectral phase (e.g., Airy ST
R
wave packets [142] and ST caustics [182]). The time-averaged intensity I(x) = dtI(x; t) takes
the form of a localized spatial feature at x = 0 atop a constant background [Fig. 6.1(b), inset].
The ideal scenario in which each frequency ω is associated with a single spatial frequency kx
results in infinite-energy wave packets [149]. In realistic scenarios, each kx is associated with a
finite spectral uncertainty δω ≪ ∆ω [Fig. 6.1(b)]. In this case, the ST wave packet has finite energy,
c
[84]. We have shown that the realistic
and also a finite propagation distance Lmax ∼ δω|n(n−cot
θ)|

ST wave packet can be decomposed into a product of the ideal ST wave packet traveling at ve and a
‘pilot envelope’ of temporal width ∼ (δω)−1 traveling at c. Axial walk-off between these two field
structures occurs when the ST wave packet reaches the edge of the pilot envelope (when z ∼ Lmax ),
whereupon the spatio-temporal X-shaped profile of the ST wave packet is deformed, and the field
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Figure 6.2: Conventional pulsed fields versus ST supermodes in a multimode waveguide.
(a,b) Calculated time-averaged intensity for a conventional pulsed multimode-waveguide field
[Fig. 6.1(c,d)] localized at the waveguide entrance. The initially localized field spreads rapidly
across the waveguide width, and a speckle pattern is formed that undergoes erratic changes with
propagation. We also plot the spatio-temporal intensity profile I(x; τ ) at z = 0 and at two axial
positions z1 and z2 . Here, τ = t − nz/c is in the traveling frame of the wave packet. (c,d) Same
as (a,b), but for a ST supermode [Fig. 6.1(e,f)]. The time-averaged intensity profile is maintained
along the waveguide, and the spatio-temporal profile at z = 0. The ST supermode is designed to
travel at a subluminal group velocity ve (slower than the conventional pulsed multimode field). The
dimensions of the waveguide and the parameters of the initial field structure correspond to those in
our experiments, but the main features of these simulations are generic. The calculations in (a,b)
correspond to Fig. 6.5(a), and those in (c,d) correspond to Fig. 6.5(d).

diffracts [18, 84].

Conventional multimode-waveguide field

Consider the field in a multimode planar waveguide of refractive index n and thickness d, with
free space on both sides. The spectral representation for each guided mode is a 1D curve on the
surface of the light-cone [Fig. 6.1(c)]. When a pulse of bandwidth ∆ω and finite spatial width
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∆x < d is launched into the waveguide, its energy is typically distributed among a multiplicity
of modes. If the input field at z = 0 is E(x, z = 0; t) = e−iωo t ψx (x)ψt (t), where ωo is the carrier
frequency, ψx (x) is the initial transverse spatial profile, and ψt (t) is the initial temporal profile,
then the multimode-waveguide field can be written as:

EWG (x, z; t) = e−iωo t

X

Am eiβm z um (x)ψm (z; t);

(6.1)

m

here, um (x) is the spatial profile of the mth -mode (integer m is the modal index), which we take
to be approximately wavelength-independent (in light of the small bandwidth employed in our
R
experiments), βm its axial wave number estimated at ωo , Am = dxu∗m (x)ψx (x), and ψm (z; t) is
an axial envelope:
Z
ψm (z, t) =

2 z/2

dΩψet (Ω)e−iΩ(t−z/evm ) eiβ2m Ω

,

(6.2)

where vem and β2m are the group velocity and GVD coefficient for the mth -mode evaluated at ωo ,
R
respectively. The time-averaged intensity IWG (x, z) = dt|EWG (x, z; t)|2 is:

IWG (x, z) =

X

|Am |2 |um (x)|2

m

+2

X

|Am An um (x)un (x)fmn (z)| cos {χmn (x, z)},

(6.3)

m̸=n,m>n

where the function fmn (z) = |fmn (z)|eiξmn (z) is defined as:
Z
fmn (z) =

−1

dΩ|ψet (Ω)|2 e−i(evm

−1
−e
vn
)Ωz −i(β2m −β2n )Ω2 z/2

e

.

(6.4)

By defining the complex field quantities as Am = |Am |eiαm and um (x) = |um (x)|eiϕm (x) , we have
χmn (x, z) = φm (x, z) − φn (x, z) − ξmn (z), where φm (x, z) = ϕm (x) + βm z + αm .
Consequently, the spectral support domain for this conventional pulsed multimode field in a planar
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waveguide is a collection of 1D trajectories, all potentially of bandwidth ∆ω [Fig. 6.1(c,d)]. The
field is a superposition of waveguide modes, but the field collectively is not propagation invariant. Indeed, an initially localized field at the waveguide entrance z = 0 spreads spatially along
the transverse dimension [Fig. 6.2(a)], and typically displays a speckle structure whose intensity
distribution undergoes irregular changes with propagation [Fig. 6.2(b)].

Ideal ST supermodes

ST supermodes present an altogether different picture from that of conventional pulsed multimode
fields. An ST supermode is a pulsed field in a multimode waveguide whose spectral support domain
is the intersection of those for two distinct field configurations: (1) the spectral support associated
with a conventional multimode waveguide field, which is the collection of 1D trajectories on the
light-cone surface corresponding to the waveguide modes [Fig. 6.1(c,d)]; and (2) the spectral support for an ST wave packet, which is the conic section at the intersection of the light-cone with
a spectral plane [Fig. 6.1(a,b)]. The resulting spectral support domain for an ST supermode is
therefore a set of points [Fig. 6.1(e,f)], each representing a monochromatic mode: the mth -mode
is associated with a frequency ωm and an axial wave number βm (ωm ) = nko +

ωm −ωo
.
v
e

The total

temporal bandwidth is ∆ω, but the spectrum is discretized at frequencies ωm [Fig. 6.1(f)]. The ST
supermode field can be written as EST (x, z; t) = ei(βo z−ωo t) ψST (x, z; t), where the envelope is:

ψST (x, z; t) =

X

Am um (x)e−i(ωm −ωo )(t−z/ev) = ψST (x, 0; t − z/e
v );

(6.5)

m

that is, the envelope travels rigidly at a group velocity ve. The spatio-temporal profile of the ST
supermode [Fig. 6.1(f), inset] has a central X-shaped feature similar to its free-space counterpart
[Fig. 6.1(b), inset], which travels at the group velocity ve. This group velocity is essentially independent of the group velocities vem of the underlying modes. Because of spectral discretization [170],
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the axial profile of the ST supermode extends beyond the central X-shaped feature associated with
a freely propagating continuous-spectrum ST wave packet [Fig. 6.1(a,b)]. We discuss below the
temporal extent of the ST supermode once we introduce the associated spectral uncertainty.
Unlike a conventional pulsed multimode field [Fig. 6.1(c,d) and Fig. 6.2(a,b)] that evolves erratically along the propagation axis, the time-averaged intensity of the ST supermode is given by:
Z
IST (x, z) =

dt|EST (x, z; t)|2 =

X

|Am |2 |um (x)|2 ,

(6.6)

m

which is altogether independent of z [Fig. 6.2(c,d)]. This is a general statement that is independent
of the details of the waveguide and of the superposition weights. In general, the time-averaged
intensity takes the form of a central localized spatial feature atop a constant background (which,
however, can be purposefully modified as shown in Fig. 6.8 below).

Realistic ST supermodes in presence of spectral uncertainty

In practice, a realistic ST supermode will be a superposition of modes centered at the frequencies ωm , but have finite spectral uncertainties δω ≪ ∆ω rather than being ideally monochromatic
[Fig. 6.1(e,f)], so that the field envelope becomes:

ψST (x, z; t) =

X

Am um (x)e−i(ωm −ωo )(t−z/ev) ψm (z; t).

(6.7)

m

The field combines features from the conventional pulsed multimode field (Eq. 6.1) and that of
the ideal ST supermode (Eq. 6.5). The axial envelope ψm (z; t) in Eq. 6.7 has the same form as
in Eq. 6.2, but with one crucial difference: the integration is carried out for each mode over a
small bandwidth δω centered at ωm (rather than over the full bandwidth ∆ω), so that the impact
of GVD is significantly reduced. Assuming a Gaussian spectral profile for each mode ψem (Ω) ∝
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Ω2
e
exp{− 2(δω)
2 } to replace ψt (Ω), we have:




z
(t − z/e
vm )2 (δω)2
1 + isgn(β2m )
;
ψm (z; t) ∝ exp −
1 + (z/Lm )2 2
Lm

(6.8)

here Ω = ω − ωm , sgn(β2m ) is the sign of the GVD coefficient, and Lm = |β2m |(δω)2 is the dispersion length. Each axial envelope ψm (z; t) can be viewed as a ‘pilot envelope’ traveling at a
group velocity vem and having a dispersion length Lm . The central X-shaped spatio-temporal feature of the ST supermode travels at the tunable group velocity ve, which is essentially independent
of vem , but the axial extent of the spatio-temporal profile is determined by ψm (z; t). Axial walk-off
thus occurs between the X-shaped feature and the overall pilot envelope, reaching the edge of the
c
envelope when z ∼ δω|n(n−e
.
n)|

However, the propagation of a ST supermode offers a surprising contrast to that of a freely propagating ST wave packet. The time-averaged intensity of the realistic ST supermode once again takes
P
the form IST (x, z) = m |Am |2 |um (x)|2 , which is independent of z, just as in the case of the ideal
ST supermode (Eq. 6.6), as long as the spectral support domains of the underlying modes do not
overlap spectrally. In other words, even after the central X-shaped feature has disappeared beyond
the edge of the pilot envelopes ψm (z; t), the time-averaged intensity remains stable. In contrast, a
freely propagating ST wave packet diffracts after this axial distance [71, 84].

Experiment

Waveguide sample

We make use of a planar waveguide in the form of a borosilicate glass slide (Schott D263) of
refractive index n = 1.51 at λ = 800 nm, which is held in free space so that the substrate and
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Figure 6.3: Experimental arrangement for excitation and characterization of individual waveguide
modes and ST supermodes. (a) Schematic of the arrangement for synthesizing free-space ST wave
packets, acquiring the spatio-temporal spectrum, and coupling to the waveguide. G: Diffraction
grating; L: cylindrical lens; SLM: spatial light modulator; SF: spatial filter. (b) Measured timeaveraged intensity at the entrance and exit of the waveguide for the m = 20 TM mode. (c) Setup for
re-constructing the spatio-temporal intensity profile of a wave packet. (d) Reconstructed spatiotemporal intensity profile for the pulsed m = 20 TM mode at the entrance (left panel) and exit
(right panel) of the waveguide, in addition to the time-averaged intensity at the waveguide exit for
the reference
pulse (middle panel). The white curves at the bottom of the left and right panels are
R
I(τ ) = dxI(x; τ ), and τ = t − nz/c is measured in the frame of the propagating conventional
wave packet.

cladding have n = 1. The dimensions of the waveguide are as follows: thickness d ≈ 170 µm
along x; length L ≈ 9.1 mm along z; and width W ≈ 2 mm along y. Optical-quality facets are
produced by cleaving. The waveguide is highly multimoded with M =

2d
λ

∼ 470 TM modes at

λ ∼ 800 nm. The transverse spatial profiles of the low-order modes are practically identical to
the corresponding modes in a waveguide formed of two perfect mirrors sandwiching a layer of
the same thickness d and refractive index n, which are sinusoids having a single transverse wave
number m πd . Significant deviation between these two classes of modes occurs only for higher-order
modes (> 99% overlap for m < 45).
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ST wave-packet synthesis in free space

The experimental arrangement for synthesizing ST supermodes and coupling them to the waveguide is depicted in Fig. 6.3(a). We first spatially expand pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent,
MIRA; pulsewidth ∆T ≈ 150 fs, bandwidth ∆λ ≈ 6 nm) to extend over 25 mm. The pulse spectrum is resolved spatially via a diffraction grating (1200 lines/mm), the wavefront corresponding
to the second diffraction order is collimated via a cylindrical lens (focal length f = 500 mm),
and is directed to a reflective, phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM; Hamamatsu X10468-02).
The SLM intercepts a portion of the spectrally resolved wavefront corresponding to a bandwidth
∆λ ≈ 1.7 nm (pulsewidth ∆T ≈ 1.5 ps).
A portion of the wavefront retro-reflected from the SLM undergoes a spatial Fourier Transform
implemented via a lens, and then directed to a CCD camera [Fig. 6.3(a)]. This reveals the spatiotemporal spectrum projected onto the (kx , λ)-plane and verifies that the targeted spectral structure
is synthesized. This spectrum takes the approximate form of a parabola

Ω
ωo

2

1
= kkx2 2|1−e
[38, 168],
na |
o

where n
ea = cot θa is the group index of the ST field in free space and θa is the free-space spectral
tilt angle. We can estimate θa from the curvature of the measured spatio-temporal spectrum. The
group index n
e = cot θ of the ST supermode in the waveguide of refractive index n is related to the
free-space value via the following relationship [168]:

1−n
ea = n(n − n
e).

(6.9)

We have ignored here chromatic dispersion in the waveguide material, which can be easily accounted for by a modification of Eq. 6.9; see [183, 184].
The wavefront retro-reflected from the SLM returns to the grating where the ST wave packet is
formed. A 4f imaging system incorporating a spatial-frequency stop-filter in the Fourier plane
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eliminates the unscattered field component. The synthesized optical field delivered to the waveguide entrance has a width ≈ 170 µm along x, thus not requiring a coupling lens. The polarization
of the field corresponds to a TM waveguide mode.

Launching individual waveguide modes

We confirm in Fig. 6.3(b) the ability to excite individual waveguide modes using our field-synthesis
arrangement. Each wavelength λ in the spectrally resolved wavefront occupies a column in the
SLM active area, along which we impart a phase distribution corresponding to a prescribed spatial
frequency kx (λ). To excite a single waveguide mode, we hold kx = ±m πd fixed for all λ; i.e., the
SLM phase pattern is independent of λ. We plot in Fig. 6.3(b) the measured transverse intensity
profiles Im (x, y) for the TM mode m = 20 at the waveguide entrance and exit, verifying the
expected propagation invariance of individual modes. The time-averaged intensity of the ST wave
packet at the entrance or exit of the waveguide is captured by a CCD camera (The ImagingSource,
DMK 27BUP031) equipped with an objective lens (Olympus PLN 20×).

Time-resolved measurements

We reconstruct the spatio-temporal profile of the ST supermodes by modifying the interferometric technique used in our previous work for freely propagating ST wave packets [84, 168]. We
co-launch the ST wave packet (∆λ ≈ 1.7 nm and ∆T ≈ 1.5 ps) into the waveguide along with a
plane-wave reference pulse from the initial laser (∆λ ≈ 6 nm and ∆T ≈ 150 fs); see Fig. 6.3(c).
The ST supermode travels along the waveguide at a tunable group velocity ve = c tan θ, whereas the
reference pulse travels at veref = c/e
nref , where n
eref is the group index of the reference pulse in the
waveguide. Because d ≫ λ and the reference pulse is coupled predominantly to the fundamental
mode, n
eref ≈ n ≈ 1.51. When the two pulsed fields overlap in space and time at the CCD at the
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waveguide exit, spatially resolved interference fringes are observed. By scanning an optical delay
τ in the path of the reference pulse [Fig. 6.3(c)], the intensity profile of the ST wave packet can be
reconstructed from the visibility of the interference fringes. By repeating the measurements at the
waveguide input, we can estimate the relative group delay between the ST supermode and the reference pulse incurred upon traversing the waveguide. Finally, using this arrangement, we can also
estimate the group velocity of the ST supermode in free space vea = c tan θa . This measurement can
then be compared to the value of the free-space spectral tilt angle θa estimated from the measured
spatio-temporal spectrum [Fig. 6.3(a)].
The measured spatio-temporal profile of the m = 20 waveguide mode is reconstructed in Fig. 6.3(d),
which reveals that the modal profile is separable with respect to the spatial and temporal degrees of
freedom. The measurements in Fig. 6.3(d) highlight a drawback of our approach for reconstructing
the spatio-temporal profiles of the ST supermodes. Because the reference pulse is coupled into the
fundamental waveguide mode (to avoid transverse spatial field variations), its intensity drops in the
vicinity of the waveguide walls. We hence cannot reconstruct the profile of the ST supermode in
those areas, and we are confined to a width of ≈ 100 µm of the full 170-µm-wide waveguide.

Excitation and characterization of space-time supermodes

Conventional multimode field

As a basis for comparison, we examine the propagation of a conventional pulsed multimode field
along the waveguide. On the SLM we place a quadratic phase pattern that produces a ≈ 60-µmwide focused field along x. The 4f imaging system after the diffraction grating further reduces
the beam width by 10×, resulting in a beamwidth ∆x ≈ 6 µm at the waveguide entrance. The
calculated and measured spatio-temporal profiles at the waveguide input and output are plotted
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Figure 6.4: Conventional multimode waveguide. Columns from left to right: input spatio-temporal
intensity profile I(x, z = 0; τ ), where τ = t − nz/c; output spatio-temporal intensity profile
I(x, z = L; τ ); time-averaged output intensity I(x); spatio-temporal spectrum kx (λ); and dispersion relationship β(λ). (a) A ∆T ≈ 1.5-ps pulse is focused along x to form a beam of transverse
spatial width ∆x ≈ 6 µm at the waveguide input couples to a multiplicity of modes, and the field
as a result spreads across the width of the waveguide before reaching the exit. The first row is the
calculated (‘Calc.’) result and the second row is the experimental (‘Exp.’) result.

in Fig. 6.5(a). The initial spatio-temporal profile is separable in space and time, with temporal
linewidth ∆T ≈ 1.5 ps. The initially localized profile along x spreads across the waveguide width
before reaching the exit. The time-averaged intensity I(x) takes the form of a speckle pattern.
Although a multiplicity of modes are excited, the waveguide length and modal dispersion are
not sufficiently large to produce temporal spreading. The pulse width at the waveguide output is
thus approximately equal to that at the entrance. The acquired spatio-temporal spectrum kx (λ) is
separable with respect to kx and λ, with spatial and temporal bandwidths ∆kx ≈ 0.48 rad/µm, and
∆λ ≈ 1.7 nm, respectively.

Spectral discretization and formation of ST supermodes

To excite an ST supermode, we superpose waveguide modes, each associated with a single wavelength, by modifying the 2D phase distribution imparted by the SLM to the impinging spectrally
resolved wavefront. Because each wavelength λ is incident along a different SLM column, we im78

Figure 6.5: Observation of ST supermodes in a multimode waveguide. Columns from left to
right: same as 6.5. (a-c) Gradual formation of a subluminal ST supermode with θ = 26.6◦ (θa =
30◦ ). Increasing the number of even-parity modes selected results in the gradual emergence of the
characteristic X-shaped central feature of the ST supermode. (b) The ST supermode comprises
M = 4 modes, (c) 7 modes, and (d) 11 modes, the latter resulting in ∆x ≈ 6 µm.

part the transverse wave number kx (λ) = ±m πd associated with the approximate waveguide mode
um (x) to the selected wavelength. The bandwidth intercepted by the SLM is ∆λ ≈ 1.7 nm spread
across 800 pixels (≈ 2.1 pm/pixel). However, the spectral resolution of the grating is ≈ 14 pm,
corresponding to ≈ 5 pixels. We associate 21 SLM pixels (spectral uncertainty δλ ≈ 42 pm, corresponding to a pulsewidth ∆T ≈ 44 ps) with each mode. Therefore, in the process of synthesizing
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Figure 6.6: Superluminal ST supermode. Columns from left to right correspond to those in Fig. 6.5.
We plot calculations and measurements for a superluminal ST supermode comprising the first 11
even-parity modes with equal weights and θ = 44.3◦ (θa = 75◦ ), corresponding to a group velocity
ve = 0.98c > c/1.51.

ST supermodes, the field spectrum is discretized. We assign zero-phase at the SLM to the unwanted
wavelengths, which are thereby eliminated via the Fourier spatial filter.
We plot in Fig. 6.5(b-d) the calculated and measured spatio-temporal intensity profiles I(x; τ ) for
ST supermodes at the waveguide entrance z = 0 and exit z = L, which incorporate an increasing number M of waveguide modes: M = 4 [Fig. 6.5(b)], M = 7 [Fig. 6.5(c)], and M = 11
[Fig. 6.5(d)]. We select here even-parity modes (cosine-like profiles) indexed by 2m + 1, with
integer m = 0, 1, 2, · · · (the modes corresponding to m = 0, 1 are eliminated by the spatial filter). Several conclusions can be readily drawn from the measurements. First, the spatial and
temporal bandwidths increase with M , so that the spatial width at the pulse center decreases from
∆x ≈ 12 µm (M = 4) to ∆x ≈ 6 µm (M = 11), and the temporal linewidth at the beam center
concomitantly decreases from ∆T ≈ 8 ps (M = 4) to ∆T ≈ 1.5 ps (M = 11). Consequently, the
characteristic X-shaped central feature in the spatio-temporal profile becomes better-defined with
increasing M . Second, the spatio-temporal profile I(x; τ ) at the exit z = L resembles that at the
entrance z = 0 except for two aspects of the X-shaped central feature: (a) it is delayed with respect
to the conventional pulsed multimode field (which travels at a group velocity ≈ c/n), thus confirm-
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ing the subluminal group velocity of the ST supermode; and (b) its position is shifted with respect
to the pilot envelope that travels at the same group velocity of the conventional pulsed multimode
field. The spectral uncertainty for each mode is δλ ≈ 42 pm, and the pilot envelope has a temporal width of ∆T ≈ 44 pm. The impact of GVD on these pilot envelopes is thus negligible. The
propagation distance of the ST supermode along the waveguide is ≈ 257× the Rayleigh range of a
Gaussian beam having the same width of the central spatial feature (≈ 6 µm) of the ST supermode
R
at our operating wavelength. Third, the time-averaged intensity I(x) = dτ I(x; τ ) measured directly at the waveguide exit by the CCD camera in all cases takes the form of a spatial feature atop
an approximately constant pedestal. Fourth, the spatio-temporal spectrum is non-separable with
respect to kx and λ, and takes the form of discrete features (each corresponding to an individual
mode) along the parabolic spectrum associated with its freely propagating ST wave packet counterpart having the same group velocity. Finally, the dispersion relationship between β and λ takes
the form of discrete points along a line whose slope corresponds to the group velocity of the ST
supermode.

Tuning the group velocity of ST supermodes

As shown in Fig. 6.5(b-d), the X-shaped central feature reaches the waveguide exit at τ > 0, indicating that the ST supermode is slower than the conventional pulsed multimode field [Fig. 6.5(a)];
here τ = t − nz/c is measured in the frame of the conventional pulsed multimode wave packet. If
a superluminal ST supermode is synthesized instead, the central peak arrives earlier at τ < 0 than
the conventional pulsed field. An example is shown in Fig. 6.6 for ve = 0.98c (θ = 44.3◦ ). All the
other features of the ST supermode remain intact, except for the reversal of the sign of curvature
of the spatio-temporal spectrum kx (λ). Moreover, the group velocity ve of the ST supermodes can
be tuned continuously by altering the spectral tilt angle θa of the free-space ST wave packet before
coupling to the waveguide. In Fig. 6.7 we plot the estimated ST-supermode group index n
e (or spec81

Figure 6.7: Tuning the group velocity of ST supermodes. Measured group index n
e for ST supermodes (extracted from the measured group delay with respect to a reference pulse) as we tune the
spectral tilt angle θa in free space. The dashed lines identify the luminal condition. The axis on
the right shows the corresponding spectral tilt angle θ of the ST supermode in the waveguide. The
solid curve is the theoretical expectation based on Eq. 6.9.

tral tilt angle θ, n
e = cot θ) extracted from the measured group delay with respect to the reference
pulse while varying θa . In free space, θa = 45◦ (e
na = 1) separates the subluminal and superluminal
regimes, whereas θ ≈ 33.5◦ (e
n ≈ n) separates them in the waveguide. We confirm the tunability
of ve for the ST supermode in the waveguide across both the subluminal and superluminal regimes,
producing group indices for the ST supermode extending from n
e ≈ 1 to n
e ≈ 2.

Changing the spatial profile of ST supermodes

The X-shaped spatio-temporal profile of the ST supermodes in Fig. 6.5(b-d) and the attendant timeaveraged intensity peak at the center of the waveguide are a result of choosing only even-parity
modes to contribute to the ST supermode. Incidentally, previously demonstrated ST wave packets,
whether X-waves or FWMs in free space, have all been X-shaped. However, it has recently been
recognized that modulating the spatio-temporal phase can produce propagation-invariant wave
packets in free space that are not X-shaped [142, 182]. In the context of a ST supermode, modifying the spatio-temporal structure can be realized by careful selection of the waveguide modes that
enter into its construction, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.8. By selecting odd-parity modes indexed by
2m, with m = 1 to 10, a dip is introduced into the center of the X-shaped spatio-temporal profile
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and in the time-averaged intensity [Fig. 6.8(a)].
Interestingly, when selecting consecutive modes from m = 1 to m = 21 (comprising alternating
even- and odd-parity modes), the X-shaped feature is eliminated and we are left with one branch
of that profile [Fig. 6.8(b)]. The time-averaged intensity profile is uniform across the waveguide
width and remains so with axial propagation. Finally, by selecting modes indexed by 3m + 1
(comprising non-consecutive even- and odd-parity modes) from m = 1 to m = 6 (a total of 6
modes), two off-center peaks are created as shown in Fig. 6.8(c). A variety of other structures of
ST supermodes may be produced by judicious choice of the modes and their relative weights.

Discussion

Although the investigation of free-space ST wave packets extends back to the theoretical breakthrough by Brittingham in 1983 [125], only recently has rapid experimental progress been realized [108]. The key to these advances is that ST wave packets can be synthesized with smaller
bandwidths and numerical apertures than X-waves or FWMs, while simultaneously offering more
versatility with respect to the group-velocity tunability [21, 108]. These features, which make ST
wave packets a useful platform for synthesizing ST supermodes, stem from a unique attribute of
ST fields: they incorporate non-differentiable angular dispersion into their structure [185, 186]. In
other words, each frequency ω propagates at a slightly different angle φ(ω) such that its derivative
dφ
dω

is not defined at some frequency ωo . It is this non-differentiability that allows for the group

velocity of ST wave packets to be tuned across the subluminal and superluminal regimes in the
vicinity of ωo without recourse to large bandwidths or leaving the paraxial regime [186].
These unique features of ST wave packets have consequently led to increasing interest in guided
ST fields [164, 179–181, 187]. In addition to the ST supermodes reported here, so-called ‘hy-
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Figure 6.8: Modifying the spatio-temporal structure of ST supermodes. The columns correspond
to those in Fig. 6.5. (a) Selecting 10 odd-parity modes indexed by 2m (from m = 1 to m = 10)
produces a dip in the waveguide center. (b) Selecting 21 consecutive modes (comprising alternating
even- and odd-parity modes) indexed by m from m = 1 to m = 21 results in a spatio-temporal
profile containing only a single branch from the X-shaped profile, and a spatially uniform timeaveraged intensity distribution across the waveguide. (c) Using 6 modes indexed by 3m + 1 (from
m = 1 to m = 6; comprising non-consecutive modes with alternating even- and odd-parity) results
in complex spatio-temporal profile containing two peaks, and a time-averaged intensity distribution
formed of two peaks atop a constant pedestal. The peaks are separated by d/3, and are also at
distances d/3 from the waveguide walls.
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brid ST modes’ have been recently synthesized in single-mode [188] and multimode [189] planar
waveguides. It is important to delineate here these two classes of guided ST fields: ST supermodes
and hybrid ST modes in a planar waveguide. In both cases we make use of ST wave packets in
the form of a light sheet that is localized along one transverse dimension (say x) and extended
along the other (say y). In the case of a hybrid ST mode, the x-axis is aligned with the normal to
the waveguide walls. Consequently, the field is localized along one dimension by the confinement
mechanism provided by the waveguide, and along the other by the new spatio-temporal structure
introduced into the field. The ST wave packet structure in this case can be used to override the usual
characteristics of the conventionally guided mode (e.g., eliminate chromatic and modal dispersion,
and tune the group index). In contrast, the x-axis in the case of ST supermodes is parallel to the
planar waveguide walls, and the modulated spatio-temporal structure ‘interacts’ with the interfaces,
so that the ST field is constrained to be a superposition of waveguide modes, thereby necessitating
spectral discretization. Both of these novel classes of confined fields (hybrid ST modes and ST
supermodes) exhibit characteristics that are distinct from those of conventional guided fields.
We have couched our work here in terms of planar-waveguide modes. Can ST supermodes be
extended to conventional waveguides in which light is confined in both transverse dimensions? The
recent development of so-called 3D ST wave packets that are localized in all dimensions makes this
a realizable prospect [190–192], especially using the methodology outlined in [191] that exploits
a spectrally discrete laser comb, whereupon each line in the comb is associated with a particular
spatial mode. We therefore expect ST supermodes to be realized in conventional waveguides and
fibers in the near future.
Finally, we relate ST supermodes to other recent developments in the physics of optical waveguides. A recent advance has been the realization of ‘principal modes’ in a multimode fiber [193,
194]. Waveguide modes are propagation eigenmodes only in absence of scattering. In presence of
scattering, new eigenmodes of a selected length of the scattering/dispersive waveguide system can
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be formed by superposing modes at the same wavelength. Although such a principle mode is not
invariant along the fiber, it does reproduce the input field distribution at a prescribed output plane.
In contrast, ST supermodes remain invariant along the fiber by exploiting the spectral degree of
freedom along with the spatial; thus, ST supermodes must be pulsed. However, ST supermodes
are not immune to scattering. It would therefore be useful to construct ‘principal ST supermodes’
that combine the features of both: propagation invariance and immunity to scattering.
Moreover, ST supermodes are related to the recently studied behavior of optical fields interacting
with components moving at relativistic speeds [195]. Indeed, ST wave packets can be viewed
as the result of implementing Lorentz transformation on a monochromatic beam [196–198]. For
example, a monochromatic laser beam viewed by a detector moving at a velocity ve becomes a
propagation-invariant ST wave packet of group velocity ve [142]. In this context, a monochromatic
field coupled into a waveguide moving at a relativistic velocity induces a multi-chromatic discrete
spectral field in the waveguide [199]. Our experiments here are thus a confirmation of this result,
but with the waveguide stationary while the source is moving with respect to it. This shows the
potential utility of ST wave packets in studying interactions between optical fields and moving
components in general.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In conclusion to chapter two that we show Omni-resonant solar cell, our approach offers a new avenue for improving absorption in solar cells that is distinct from light trapping via surface patterning. Fully deterministic coherent enhancement is harnessed in our strategy for incoherent radiation
without the traditional drawback of narrow resonant bandwidths. The planar structure we designed
and realized exploits a variant of CPA to maximize optical absorption in a multi-layer thin-film
structured cavity configuration rather than the previously studied single-absorbing-layer arrangements [49, 50, 52]. Therefore, using purely optical methods that are independent of the specific
material system utilized, and without changing the structure of the thin-film solar cell itself, we
boost the near-infrared EQE. This capability, which has been demonstrated to date only at specific
resonant wavelengths, is extended here via omni-resonance over a continuous targeted bandwidth
of 80 nm using a single incoherent optical field in a non-interferometric scheme. This is a crucial
step towards utilizing CPA and other resonantly enhanced effects – inherently restricted to discrete
wavelengths – in practical energy-harvesting technologies by delivering coherent enhancements
over a broad bandwidth. Future research will focus on the fundamental question of the limit of
omni-resonant-based enhancement of CPA that can impact the power conversion efficiency of a
solar cell. Although CPA guarantees that light is fully absorbed in the solar cell independently
of the intrinsic absorption of the material or its thickness, not all the absorbed photons will yield
free carriers that contribute to the usable electrical energy. Note that our proof-of-principle system
(particularly the back-reflector) was designed to optimize optical absorption in the near-infrared
over the spectral range 660 − 740 nm. Future work will be directed along two paths. First, we
will investigate the utility of the combination of CPA and omni-resonance over the visible and
near-infrared, rather than only the near-infrared as demonstrated here. Second, as a potential route
to transparent solar cells, we will explore thinner solar cells with even less absorption in the visible
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– thus rendering the cell more transparent – and determine the maximum possible boost in the
near-infrared photocurrent.
In conclusion to chapter three that we present programmable omni-resonant FP cavities, spatially
structured light, as in the case of orbital angular momentum (OAM) [200, 201] for instance, can
impact the mechanical interaction of light with matter [202] and help increase optical communications rates [203]. Temporal pulse shaping [204, 205] can help in high-speed optical communications [206], in optimizing nonlinear interactions [207, 208], and in controlling chemical reactions [209]. Here we have shown that structuring the optical field jointly in space and time enables
new classes of interaction with optical cavities that cannot be achieved when either spatial or temporal shaping alone is employed. We have demonstrated experimentally that introducing precise
structure into the spatio-temporal spectrum of a ST wave packet allows a programmable spectral
profile to resonate with a planar FP cavity: controllable-width resonances and spectral holes, and
even complex arbitrary resonant spectra. Programming the width of the resonant spectrum changes
the temporal and spatial widths of the ST wave packet as a result of the tight association between
its spatial and temporal spectral degrees of freedom. Note that in an omni-resonant cavity, the
transmission coefficient is uniform across the full bandwidth because the same resonance condition is satisfied at all wavelengths. Although we have made use here of coherent pulsed fields [26],
incoherent fields can also benefit from this strategy [72, 73]. Furthermore, much broader spectral
bandwidths are accessible for omni-resonance than we have exploited here [24, 25, 77].
In chapter four we have shown the spatial resolution of omni-resonant imaging and verified the
predictions experimentally using two planar FP cavities of different finesse. Omni-resonance refers
to the condition whereupon a broadband optical field is pre-conditioned by introducing the angular
dispersion, after which the field resonates with the cavity continuously across its entire spectrum.
Extended to the context of imaging, omni-resonance allows for broadband light to be used to
image an object through a cavity without spectral filtering. The spatial resolution of omni-resonant
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imaging is dictated by the cavity finesse; the smallest discernible feature size is proportional to
the finesse (high-finesse cavities have large δx, and vice versa). Therefore, increasing the resonant
field buildup in the cavity to enhance nonlinear interactions will be associated with a loss of spatial
resolution. These results will be critical for optical signal processing schemes that combine linear
and nonlinear interactions in a cavity.
In chapter five, by exploiting the unique family of propagation-invariant ST wave packets in the
form of light sheets, we have demonstrated for the first time the utility of diffraction-free fields in
guided optics and potentially in on-chip platforms. In our work, the optical field is guided in the
thin film through a hybrid of two mechanisms: index-guiding in the direction normal to the film
(other reflection mechanisms can in principle be utilized), and in the direction parallel to the film
via the intrinsic spatio-temporal spectral structure of the field. Hybrid guided ST modes are thus
solutions to the wave equation with boundary conditions enforced in only one dimension, and no
boundary conditions needing to be satisfied along the other (in contrast to previous work [35–37]).
Hybrid guided ST modes can thus be viewed as ‘virtual’ waveguides in unpatterned films. We
have confirmed here several of the unique properties of hybrid guided ST modes. First, because
waveguide fabrication is not required, low-loss transmission is realized with an upper limit of 0.1−
0.2 dB/cm. Second, the properties of the hybrid guided ST mode can be held fixed while varying
the parameters of the film. Third, the hybrid guided ST mode can be tuned by modifying the spatiotemporal structure of the field. Using this strategy, we varied the group index in the range 1.26 −
1.77 around the group index value of 1.47 for the extended mode of the planar waveguide. This
wide tunability range is unprecedented in a fixed structure consisting of a nondispersive material or
non-resonant structure [210,211] and demonstrates how the spatio-temporal structure of the hybrid
guided ST modes helps override the boundary conditions. Furthermore, a wider range of potential
modal group indices are – in principle – accessible and broader operational bandwidths [165] and
wavelengths [212] can be implemented. These unique features can be realized continuously over
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extended bandwidths. Other families of ST wave packets such as X-waves and focus-wave modes
can potentially also be used to launch hybrid guided ST modes once they are synthesized in the
form of light sheets (which was recently achieved in [21]). We carried out our measurements using
TM polarization for convenience, and TE-polarized modes are equally accessible. Traditionally,
exciting TE- and TM-polarized modes leads to dispersive pulse broadening due to their different
group indices. Our approach offers a unique opportunity to produce propagation-invariant hybrid
guided ST modes of arbitrary polarization by modifying the group indices of both modes and
making them equal.
Lastly, in chapter six we have synthesized and observed propagation-invariant ST supermodes in
a highly multimoded planar waveguide: a superposition of waveguide modes each assigned to a
prescribed wavelength and axial wave number. Precise control over the wavelength and axial wave
number assigned to each mode produces an X-shaped spatio-temporal profile that travels rigidly
along the multimode waveguide at a prescribed group velocity independently of the group velocity
of the waveguide modes. A localized ST supermode at the waveguide input remains localized at its
exit, and its time-averaged intensity profile is axially invariant. The propagation-invariance of the
spatio-temporal profile is limited by the spectral uncertainty: the finite but small spectral bandwidth
assigned to each mode in the ST supermode. By combining up to 21 waveguide modes, we have
verified the tunability of the ST-supermode group velocity, and observed a variety of structured
intensity profiles, including a dark ST supermode (a dip traveling at the waveguide center), and a
flat supermode (a constant intensity profile across the wavelength). These results pave the way to
the delivery of pulsed excitations with custom spatial profiles through multimode fibers for linear
or nonlinear sensing, imaging, and spectroscopy, and to novel multimode nonlinear interactions in
optical waveguides.
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